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Giambi To Cooperate With
Steroid Investigation
— See Sports
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Miller: KDP
prepared for
GOP attacks
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
While local and regional emergency officials dealt with their own
disaster drill the past few days, western Kentucky Democrats
offered their own version of "Rapid Response."
State Democratic Party Chairman Jonathan Miller unveiled the
approach at last night's Purchase Area JeffersonJackson Dinner. Miller said the move is to address
criticisms from Republicans on issues ranging from
domestic partner benefits to
the Ten
Conunandments.
Miller, who also serves as Kentucky's treasurer,
said Democrats are fed up with labels the GOP has
put on them and emphatically stated that the party
is prepared.
"We're not going to let them get away with it
this time," he said to applause from the Curris
Miller
Center Ballroom crowd. "They're going to say that
Democrats are going to take your guns away or that
you can't be a Christian and be a Democrat. Well, I'm proud to be a
Democrat and that reflects my faith."
He said the attacks are already beginning in preparation for the
November General Election, highlighted by the gubernatorial showdown between Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher and Democratic candidate Steve Beshear, Miller specifically mentioned an op-ed piece
from Steve Robertson, the Kentucky Republican Party chair, that
reportedly ties a University of Kentucky plan to expand health benefits to domestic partners to the Democrats, specifically Beshear,
Attorney General Greg Stumbo and AG candidate Jack Conway.
"They blame Steve Beshear for domestic partnership, but Steve
Beshear had nothing to do with the University of Kentucky or
University of Louisville (which approved a similar plan in 2006),"
Miller said. "It's the people who Ernie Fletcher appointed who made
these votes."
According to information gleaned from the Internet. Fletcher has
appointed five people to the UK Board of Trustees, and eight to the
Loft board since 2004.
Miller also noted the op-ed piece references Beshear — the son
of a Baptist preacher in Hopkins County — and the removal of the
Commandments when he was attorney general.
"(As AG) you are obligated to follow the law, even if you don't
like the law. And when you're attorney general, you're sworn to follow the law," Miller said. He even quoted Matthew 21:22 regarding
the matter.
He said the KDP will be ready to respond "with facts, figures and

•See Page 2A

ERIC WALKEFt/Ledger & Tomes
State Sen. Daniel Mongiarao, U-Hazard, left, talks with State
Rep J R. Gray, D-Benton, right, and Yvonne Gray, center,
before last night's Jefferson-Jackson Dinner, sponsored by
the Calloway County Democratic Party. Mongiardo is running
for lieutenant governor on the gubernatorial ticket with Steve
Beshear.
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FOOT LOOSE

Interim
KDE head
lauds local
schools

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Ally Taylor, 8, of Boaz losses her soccer cleat as she makes contact with a ball Thursday at
the Lady Racer soccer camp at Cutchin Field.

TVA veep says attitude key
in industry rec
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Bringing
a
community
together and relying on testimonials of existing businesses are
the best ways to recruit business.
And TVA Vice President for
Economic Development John
Bradley says Murray/Calloway
County has the right attitude.
Bradley told the crowd of
about 75 business leaders, government representatives, and
other community members to
look around the room Thursday
evening
during
MurrayCalloway County Economic
Development Corp.'s annual
meeting. He said someone doesn't have to be in this community
long to see how people rely on
each other.
"You all got an attitude about
economic
development,"
Bradley said during his remarks
in the Regional Special Events
Center's Murray Room. "You
understand it. You know it's
important."
Bradley said economic development breaks down to three
components: community development, recruitment and existing business.
Those are the focus of the
Tennessee Valley Authority's
renewed focus on economic
development. EDC President
Mark Manning said TVA, which
supplies electricity to Calloway
County, worked with local leaders to recruit Pella Corp. and
Webasto to the community.
"You have to do all of them
to be successful,- he said. "They
are critical. You have to be ready
when that client shows up."
And the three components
play off each other. While it's
less expensive to expand a company than recruit a new one, the
testimonials of those existing
businesses could make or break
a deal with a new industry.

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
TVA Vice President for Economic Development John Bradley
speaks about the importance of community development,
recruitment and retaining existing businesses during the
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corp.'s
annual dinner on Thursday evening.
"If you're good to your of Dean Foods, has been in
locals, they'll really help you Murray since 1929 and doesn't
when it comes to recruiting," seek the limelight.
—Appointed
MurrayBradley said.
Part of community develop- Calloway County Hospital CEO
ment is making sure all parties Keith Bailey to succeed Dr.
involved in preparing an indus- Allen Moffitt, whose term
trial site, upgrading a building expired. Moffitt didn't want to
and bringing in a new company serve another term because he's
going to be the American
can provide all the logistics.
"The quickest way to be Association of Orthodontists
eliminated is to not answer ques- president this year. Ledger &
tions the clients are asking," Times Publisher Alice Rouse,
Bradley said.
Doug Lawson of Heritage Bank
In regards to electricity, and Sally Hopkins of Regions
Bradley said while rates are Bank were reappointed to the
important, companies are even board.
more concerned with availabili—Heard Manning talk about
ty and reliability as there's a the future.
"We've been land poor for a
growing capacity shortage.
In other business, the EDC few years. We haven't had anything to sell," he said. "That's
board:
—Recognized Morningstar what happens when Jake!
Foods as the Industry of the leaves. You say,'We hate to see
Year.
Manning
said
Morningstar, which is a division •See Page 2A

GIVE DAD THE GIFT OF
GOOD HEALTH.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Students
in
Murray
Independent and Calloway
County school systems are
doing very well in meeting state
academic goals under the
Commonwealth Accountability
Testing System (CATS)and the
federal
No
Child
Left
Behind
law
and
are
a
model for other
districts.
That
was
the
message
delivered
to
Murray Rotary
Nolen
Club members
during a noon
luncheon Thursday by Kevin M.
Nolan, interim commissioner of
the Kentucky Department Of
Education.
Nolan said both districts have
made a lot of progress during the
past 10 to 15 years and were tq
be commended.
—They are both making good
progress and they are both in the
80s with a goal to reach 100 by
2014," Nolan said. "I'm here
today to talk about not only that,
but the projeeep we hays made
statewide.
"But really Murray and
Calloway County are two bright
spots in our state in terms of student achievement,Nolan said he has taken the
Opportunity as interim commissioner during the past eight
months to visit many of the
state's school districts including
a visit to Murray-Calloway
County.
"I have had the opportunity
to visit school systems all over
the state — north, south, east
and west — and it has been one
of the highlights just getting
involved and having the opportunity to see some of the great
things going on in our schools,"
he said.
Nolan said the department
provides help where help is
needed by bringing in highlyskilled educators, helping with
district improvement plans or
volunteer assistance teams.
"Anything that is needed in
schools that are not quite getting
there.- he added.
Nolan, whose official capacity is as deputy cotrunissioner
and general counsel for the
KDE, will serve as interim commissioner through mid-July,
newly-appointed
when
Commissioner Dr. Barbara
Erwin will take the reins at
KDE.
"She's coming to us from
Illinois and has a lot of experience in education as superintendent in Texas, Arizona,
Illinois, and Indiana," Nolan
said. "She will start on the job
July 16."
Erwin is also expected to
visit Murray in August, accord:
ing to Nolan.
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Virginia Tech expands emergency alert system
RICHMOND, Va.(AP) — Just over two accused of killing a hospital security guard
months after the Virginia Tech shootings, the fled to the Tech area and caused the campus
e:hool is rolling out plans for an expanded to shut down.
The school INAS in the process of selectemergency notification system that will
allow students, faculty and staff to be alert- ing a vendor for the new alert system when
cid to emergencies by text messages, e-mails the April shooting spree occurred.
"We were already rolling down this path
and online instant messages.
Starting July 2. members of the Tech before April 16th came along," Hincker
community can sign up for the expanded said. "This is exactly what we have had
"VT Alerts" system, which will be ready to planned."
With the new technology, being provided
go by the time fall classes begin on Aug. 20.
Virginia Tech began looking into expand- by 3n (National Notification Network), a
mg its emergency alert system well before California-based provider of mass notificaAudent gunman Seung-Hui Cho killed 32 tion systems, students and staffers can
people and then himself on April 16, univer- receive alerts by cell phone text message,
online instant messages, phone calls and esity spokesman Larry Hincker said.
Plans to revamp the system actually start- mails.
Students and staffers eventually will be
cd last fall, after an escaped prisoner

able to add phone numbers, e-mail addresses and instant message screen names for
their mends and family members to the system, too.
"We are looking forward to a successful
and growing relationship with Virginia Tech
in which we will provide the university with
the essential communication tools to handle
any crisis situation that may arise in the
future," 3n CEO Cinta Putra said in a statement.
During the April 16 shootings, the university relied mainly on e-mails, the campus
siren and a message on Tech's Web site to
alert students to the danger, Hincker said.
At the height of the crisis, the Web site
was receiving 150,000 hits an hour, he said

SheriffPolIcelags
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
Edgewood Drive reported at 5:06 p.m. Thursday'
from
•A caller
gasoline stolen from two people in that area. A theft report was
taken
Murray Police Department
near 1712 Plainview Drive after gas
requested
was
patrol
Extra
•
on Thursday morning.
vehicles
from
stolen
was reported
parking
• A vehicle involved in a non-injury crash in Jakel's back
the
lot at 11:35 a.m. Thursday had been reported stolen by
Memphis (Tenn.) Police Department.
report
•Someone came into the station at 229 p.m. Thursday to
stolen.
a bicycle
• A theft was reported at 3:30 p.m. Thursday a11188 Cambridge
Dnve.
• A theft from a vehicle at 1415-A Hillwood Drive was reported at
4:46 a.m. Friday.
— Information is obtained from reports. logs
and citations from various agencies

Beshear releases financial info

KRtSTiN TAYLORA_eciost 4 Times
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corp board
chairman Ronnie Gibson presents Lou Scott of Morningstar
Foods with the Industry of the Year award during the annual
EDC meeting on Thursday evening

•Industry recruitment ...
From Front
you go. but, hey, look at this
building we have to sell
Manning talked about J nets
site the EDC is developing The
30-acre site sits to the northeast
of Pella Corp. and Rudolph

Vvarchousing.
The site is being cleared now
and has water, sewer and gas
utilities available as well as railroad service. He's working with
a potential client that is a rail

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Wnter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Democratic
gubernatorial nominee Steve Beshear
reported income of more than $3.7 million
last year, according to financial documents
released by his campaign on Thursday.
Beshear, a Lexington attorney and former
lieutenant governor, reported that the bulk of
his income came from a capital gam of
about $3.1 million, according to a copy of
his 2006 federal income tax return.
Beshear's federal tax bill last year was more
than $569,000.
"I am releasing this financial information
because the public deserves to know
whether a candidate for governor has any
financial interest or source of income which
might create a perceived or actual conflict of
interest with his duties as governor."
Beshear said in a statement.
State Sen. Daniel Mongiardo, Beshear's
running mate, will also release his financial
records to the public, according to a statement. Mongiardo had requested an extension on filing his 2006 returns and will
release them when finished, according to the
statement.
Bcshcar is challenging Republican Gov.
Ernie Fletcher in the Nov.6 genera] election.
Fletcher, whose first term was marred by a
state hinng investigation, is seeking re-election.
Kentucky is one of three states in the
country holding a governor's race this year.
Beshear•s listed assets included his personal residence and a farm in Lexington,
along with two automobiles, a farm truck.

KDP prepared

AP
Democratic gubernatorial candidate
Steve Beshear reported income of more
than $3.7 million in 2006, according to
information released by his campaign
Thursday.
livestock and farm equipment. Among other
assets, Beshear is listed as being part owner
in a sport horse.
Beshear also listed income of about
$403,500 in a payout after he resigned from
the law firm Stites and Harbison.
Beshear said Fletcher should make public

the names of contributors to his legal•
defense fund. Fletcher has said he would not
release the names of those donors until
Attorney General Greg Stumbo, whose
office led the hiring investigation, leaves
office.
Fletcher and his administration were
under investigation for alleged hiring improprieties. Fletcher eventually pardoned his.
entire administration, then was charged on,
three misdemeanors that were eventually
dropped in a deal with prosecutors.
A state ethics panel said the governor
may accept donations for legal fees, but the:
donors may not have business with state
agencies in which Fletcher has direct.
involvement.
Lt. Gov. Steve Pence has criticized
Fletcher about the fund and has said the gov-.
emor was risking "an even greater scandal .
with his secret legal defense fund."
Fletcher has said donors to his defense.
fund were some of the same people who
have given money for his re-election efforts.
Spokesman Marty Ryall said Fletcher's
campaign had not seen what Beshear
released. Fletcher, however, had not
changed his mind on the legal defense fund
contributors, Ryall said.
"He has some serious reservations about.
potentially opening up those individuals to
retribution from some very politically partisan people," Ryall said.
Stumbo said in a statement: "This has
nothing to do with me. It has everything tci:
do with a governor who doesn't want to
come clean with the public."

•

From Front

even a Bible verse or two."
Miller's jabs set the tone for
c candidate after
Democrati
Industrial land expansion
candidate who
also is on the EDC's radar. With Democratic
to win back
cry
the
echoed
as
property
several pieces of
secretaryoptions. Manning said he's Frankfort offices from
According to Murray Water talked to agencies about financ- of state to the governor
"We simply can't take anothTreatment Plant Chief Operator ing and is considering coming to
Freddie O'Bryan. the busted the community for help.
er four years of Enue Fletcher,"
water line reported Wednesday
House
"We believe industry is the said
and Thursday was actually in
Speaker Jody
he
,"
community
this
of
future
the northeast pan of Murray. not
Richards. Dsaid."We can survive without
the west area as initial's
B owling
"
it
without
prosper
hut
can't
we
M.might
Green. "The
Democratic
Party is more
than
unified
I've ever set=
That spills disaster for Ernie
WASIIING•11)N (API — [he Defense Department took as many Fletcher
and
as I,4E computers off line because of a cybcr Ana.k. Pentagon oft I- victory
for
sials said Thursday.
Democrats."
. Few details were released about the attack. whith happened
Bruce
Following
Wednesday. but Defense Secretary Ruben Gates said the computer Hendrickson (candidate for secrystems would be working again soon
retary of state who will run
, Gates said the Pentagon sees hundreds ot attacks a day and this against
Trey
incumbent
one had no ailsersc impact on department operations Employees Grayson), Todd Hollenbach
whose computer', were affected could still use their handheld (treasurer canKis k Berries
didate who will
1)unng a press briefing Gates said. "We obviously 'lase redun- oppose
ive
disrupadministrat
There will he some
dant systems in pl....E.
Melinda
tions and personal 'mons emenses"
Wheeler) and
penetraa
when
down
computers
He said the Pentagon shut the
nt
incumbe
am of the system was detected, and the cause is still being invest!- Auditor
Crit
. gated
Luellen (who
When asked if his own e-mail account was affected. Gates
will face Linda
'•
person
low-tech
very
a
I•mi
mail
doe
tiOlrl.t
resealed.
Greenwell), It.
(mov. candidate
D aniel Mentirkinion
User.

Clarification

Cyber attack on Pentagon
forces 1,500 computers off line

Give a

ERIC WALKEFVLectger & Times
Todd
Former U S Congressman Carroll Hubbard. center, talks to State Treasurer candidate
runin
interested
reportedly
is
Hubbard
h
Hollenbach Ill, lett, and his father, Todd Hollenbac
Winters.
Ken
n
Republica
Murray
by
held
seat.
Senate
State
ning for the First District

Mongiardo also painted a pic- make strides in areas such as
ture of party unity following the education, economic developsix-man pnmary race which ment. energy and health care.
Gov.
said
Mongiardo ('ontrary, he
and
Beshear
Fletcher's call for a special sesclaimed.
But amidst the strong sion next month is another
Sen. example of politics being played
front,
Democratic
Mongiardo. D-Hazard. issued a by the GOP.
Fletcher said he intends to
call for bipartisanship in order to
call a session July 5 to address
financial incentives to help the
state attract companies that specialize in converting coal to liquid fuels. Peabody Energy Corp.
is considenng building a coal
conversion plant in Kentucky
that could cost up to $3 billion
and bring up to 8tX)
jobs.
Mongiardo and Richards
Including the Treatment of Hearing
noted an energy independence
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
bill by Rep Rocky Adkins. DSandy Hook, passed the House
No Referrals Required
Dr Phillip Klapprr
by a 97-1 vote but failed in the
Senate due to the Senate leaderMost Insurance Accepted
ship and absence of Fletcher
Beverly Jones • Audiologist
ilunng the process
"It came up three months ago
Patricia Klapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist
passed. but (Senate
and
President) David Williams
stopped it from moving. But that
issue was important three
Medual Arts Building Suite 304 E
months ago," Mongiardo said
He also questioned what
42071
KY
Murray,
300 South 8th Street •
company would drop $5 billion
without any security of' oil price
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
changes from OPEC And
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Richards said the issue can't
move forward until federal officials can offer incentives to
energy companies.
"They'll get up there and
pass large projects and go
around in September and hand
out those big checks." Richards
said.
the
touted
Luellen
Democratic Party and us candidates using the word "integrity"
but she and Mongiardo noted
that the race for November is far
from over but
is in full swing.
"We may he
20 points ahead
in the polls but
we've got to
run like we're
10
behind,"
Mongiardo
said.
The night
Luellen
up
wrapped
special
with
tributes to long-time Democratic
fixtures in Calloway County'
Zee Enix and Dardanella
Durham. An annual award recognizing the county's Democrat
of the Year was named in honor
of Ems. while Durham was
named the award's first recipient •

STATE / LOCAL
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Kentucky soldier killed in Iraq
FORT STEWART, Ga.(Al') — A central Kentucky soldier Was
killed in Iraq when an improvised explosive device detonated near
the vehicle he was riding in, the Army said.
Sgt. 1st Class William Zapfe, 35, of Muldraugh, Ky., was killed
in Muhammad al Ali, Iraq on Tuesday. Pfc. Joshua Modgling, 22, of
Las Vegas, Nev., was also killed in the explosion.
Both solders were assigned to the 1st Battalion, 30th Infantry
Regiment, 2nd Brigade Combat Team, 3rd Infantry Division, Fort
Stewart, Ga.
Zapfe joined the Army in November, 1991 and arrived at Fort
Stewart in February, 1995. He worked as a combat engineer.
Including Zapfe, 58 servicemembers with hometowns of record
in Kentucky have died in the Iraq war. Nearly 200 troops based at
Fort Campbell on the Tennessee border also have been killed in the
conflict, most of them from the 101st Airborne Division.

Suspect indicted in murder of Clay
City police chief

t

STANTON, Ky.(AP)— The man suspected of killing the police
chief of a small central Kentucky town was indicted on capital murder charges by a Powell County grand jury on Thursday.
James Barnett, 37, is accused of killing Clay City police chief
Randy Lacy following a traffic stop on June 13. Barnett was also
charged with escape and theft after allegedly taking one of Lacy's
guns then shooting him in the head while in Lacy's police car, the
Lexington Herald Leader reported on its Web site.
Lacy died from a gunshot wound to the head. Barnett was handcuffed behind a wire and hard plastic barrier in the back seat of a
squad car by Lacy before Lacy was shot. Barnett was taken into custody a short distance from Lacy's car following the attack.
Barnett said he was high on drugs at the time of the shooting and
doesn't recall the incident.
Barnett is scheduled to be arraigned July 3 in Powell Circuit
Court. A district court preliminary hearing scheduled for Monday
has been canceled. Barnett is being held without bond.

Foster children arrested after
shooting at police

By TOMMY DILLARD
Staff Wnter
While residents went about
their daily lives this week, a
group of city and county officials have been busy planning
for the steps they would take
should those lives be interrupted
by a major earthquake on the
Madrid
New
fault line.
Calloway
County
Emergency
Management
Director Jeff
Steen headed
up a group of
officials from
various governSteen
ment agencies
who participated in a mock
earthquake drill Tuesday and
Wednesday. The drill was part of
a national SONS (Spill of
National Significance) 2007
event that tested whether counties had the ability to function
should a damaging earthquake
strike along the Mississippi
River valley.
While they haven't yet
received any official word from
Homeland Security evaluators,
word on the street is that Murray
and Calloway County fared
exceptionally well in the drills.
Officials were given a scenario Tuesday morning and had
to set up an emergency operations center complete with a unified command and committees
on finance, logistics, shelters,
incoming vehicles and supplies,
communications and operations.
Their first task was to establish contact with the Regional
Emergency
Operator
in
Mayfield. They did so by satellite phone and were the first
group in the state to do so. They
then contacted state authorities
in Frankfort by amateur radio.
After making contact at both
the regional and state level,
authorities had to compile a

damage assessment report and
identify what the county's needs
would be for the next several
days.
While Tuesday was a big day
for local authorities, the focus
shifted to state and regional officials Wednesday, as they were
tested to see how quickly they
could respond by getting aid to
stricken communities.
Steen said he was pleased
with the level of preparation of
local officials.
"We were pretty low-key," he
said. "Pretty much everyone
knew what they were supposed
to do. We were pretty dialed in.
That is a testament to the many,
many people in this county who
worked hard. There wasn't any
one agency that carried the ball
on this. Most of the people in
that room had gone online and
got specific training ahead of
time on their own. It was evident."
For many of the critical positions, Steen trained multiple
people in an attempt to ensure
that officials would have backups.
"We'll have some continuity
if we ever have to do this thing,"
he said. "We have more people
who understand the situation."
In addition to the obvious
damage a major earthquake
would cause in town, Steen said
it could cause the area to have to
deal with a major chemical spill
as well. Chemical barges float
down the Mississippi River regularly and Fulton is a hub for
chemical cars heading north and
south on trains.
Steen said he believes the
city and county have received
what they've put in to earthquake preparedness.
"I think given the resources
we put towards our preparedness, we're really well prepared," he said. "1 suspect as
time goes along, we'll be more
prepared.

TOMMY DILLARD/Ledger & Times:

Jeff Steen, Calloway County Emergency Management
Director, briefs rescue responders on appropriate courses of
action should an earthquake strike the area. Volunteers went:
through scenario-based training Tuesday on Murray State's,
campus.
"You can't prepare for something like this overnight. It
would be like preparing for the
Boston Marathon. We've come
quite a ways in being prepared
for situations like this, but it's a
constant process."
Steen urged people to take
personal responsibility for their
earthquake preparedness and not
simply count on the government
to bail them out. He recommended residents create a storage cabinet or box that contains
a minimum of a gallon of water
per day per person, any medi-

cine that is relied upon, a flastv,
light with extra batteries and
blankets or sweatshirts to keeg
warm.
"It might take a while foi:
workers to get resources to people," he said. "People really:
need to do this. We could have.
anearthquake, or we could have:
several feet of snow knock out.
electrical power, or we couldhave a tornado come through
and cut off power supply. People
need to do a little bit of their
own planning. Anything's possible."

GREENVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Three teenage boys were arrested
on Wednesday after assaulting one of their foster parents, stealing
several guns then firing on police during a high-speed chase.
Two of the boys were charged with several counts of criminal
attempted murder on police officers after they opened fire as police
gave chase, said Greenville assistant police chief Darren Harvey.

PRECISION
MANEUVERS
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger &
Times

The three boys, ages 14, 15 and 16, were foster children staying

Construction crews
work at the site of the
new
72-room
Hampton
Inn
&
Suites
motel on
Lowes Drive across
from Murray State
University's Regional
Special
Events
Center. The motel
will feature a breakfast area, a restaurant, a meeting room,
a fitness room and a
swimming pool.

with James and Karen Ekstam in the Weir community when they
pistol-whipped James Ekstam, Harvey said. The boys then took a
mix of handguns, rifles and shotguns before leaving in the family's
van.
When police tried to pull them over minutes after leaving the
house, the boys opened fire. Police set up a roadblock, but the boys
fired several rounds at awaiting officers, striking a police cruiser
before intentionally ramming through the roadblock.
The chase went on for about five miles before the van was disabled, Harvey said. No officers were injured during the incident.
The boys were sent to a juvenile detention center in Bowling
Green following their arrest. James Ekstam was treated and released
at a nearby hospital. Karen Ekstam and the couple's son, who was
home at the time of the assault, were not harmed.

Harper spends $6.1 million on run
for governor
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Billy Harper, the wealthy Paducah
businessman who wanted to be governor, spent more than $6.1 million on his unsuccessful campaign. according to records from the
Kentucky Registry of Election Finance.
The money, nearly all of which came from his own bank
accounts, paid for nonstop political ads leading up to the May 22 primary election in his run for the Republican nomination against Gov.
Ernie Fletcher and former U.S. Rep. Anne Northup of Louisville.
Harper, who owns a construction firm, finished last in the race.
Fletcher won. Harper was the first of the three to file his post-primary campaign
finance report. Fletcher and Northup have until next week to get
theirs in.
Harper. the first candidate to launch TV commercials in the pnmary race, traveled the state campaigning in a posh bus with a picture of him riding a horse on one side and a shot of his personal race
car on the other.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A teenage girl's legs WCIC severed
above the ankle while on a thrill ride at a popular amusement park
on Thursday, park officials said.
The accident happened around 4:45 p.m. on the Superman TOWar
of Power at Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom, said Six Flags spokeswoman Wendy Goldberg.
It is unclear at what point during the ride the girl, 13, was injured.
Goldberg said. The girl was taken to University Hospital. There was
no irrunediate word on her condition.
The ride lifts passengers 177 feet straight up, then drops 154 feet,
reaching a speed of 54 mph according to the park's Web site.
The ride has been shut down indefinitely while park officials
investigate what caused the accident. The rest of the park remained
open.

Steen pleased with disaster drill
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Girl's legs severed above ankle while
on amusement park ride
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The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:
More than 200 million Chinese elementary and
secondary students are studying English, a
required course in all primary schools. Meanwhile,
just 24,000 American students are studying Chinese.
As American companies fight to retain their
dominant spot in tough global markets, the language imbalance could prove to be as big an economic issue as the trade imbalance.
But besides impeding commerce, the lack of foreign language skills adds to cultural ignorance and
hinders communication just as the U.S. faces
strained relations around the globe.
The seriousness — and growing implications —
of America's pitiful foreign language program is
evidenced by the Bush administration's 2006 creation of the National Security Language Initiative.
The program has sent more than ..%0 million into
U.S. schools for targeted study in Chinese, Farsi,
Arabic, Turkish and other languages deemed critical.
"Deficits in foreign language instruction negatively affect national security, diplomacy, law
enforcement, intelligence communities and cultural
understanding," a top education official said in
announcing the program.
... Fewer than one in four elementary schools
offers any fore
language instruction, and those
that do generally provide only fragmented or
superficial instruction. Better than half of all high
school students take no foreign language. And
nearly 70 percent of those who do are enrolled in
Spanish or French.
The languages the Bush administration says are
critical to national security and economic development — Arabic, Chinese, Farsi, Japanese, Russian
and Korean — combined enroll less than 1 percent
of U.S. high school students.
The obstacles to schools expanding their language offerings are vast — shrinking budgets,
state requirements in Ohio and Kentucky that
allow students to bypass language study or get by
on minimal coursework, narrowed course offerings
and the difficulty of finding certified teachers and
well-organized curriculum.
But despite the difficulty — and a tradition of
Americans believing foreigners should interact with
them in English — it's time for the nation to
catch up to the rest of the world.
... Raising state requirements is a critical step
— albeit complicated by pressures to raise reading
and math performance — as is offering alternative
certification paths to strong potential teachers who
lack traditional training.
... Offering targeted financial support for teacher
recruitment and training, curriculum and testing
development, and language enrichment programs
would be a great way to help grow a bilingual
and culturally sensitive work force.
It's no longer enough to be at the global table.
Foreign language skills will enable Americans to
take part in the conversations taking place.
—The Kentucky Enquirer
Fort Mitchell
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Jury still out on education reformMay 30 marked the 10th anniversary
of the signing of Kentucky's acclaimed
postsecondary education reform legislation, popularly known as HB1. The
anniversary provides an opportunity to
review where we have been and w her,
we are going.
The final verdict will not be rendered for several years. but we know
enough to make some preliminary judgments.
We know that the legislation has
focused attention on the nght things:
increasing educational attainment,
improving the quality of life and raising the standard of living.
We know that focus has led to
increased enrollments in colleges and
universities and to increased numbers of
graduates.
But we know also that many challenges remain. Too many students fail
to graduate from high school, and of
those who do. too many come to college unprepared. Too many college students fail to graduate in a timely manner. And too many adults lack a high
school diploma.
We have, in other words, a mix of
good news and bad news.
Looking ahead, the question of
whether the mix tilts more toward the
good news or bad news end of the
continuum will be determined by performance. resources and politics. And to
paraphrase the words of a once popular
song, you can't have one without the
others.
Increased educational attainment will
require unprecedented levels of performance from all levels of education: elementary' and secondary education, adult
education, community colleges and universities It will also require economic
development strategies that encourage

the development and
retention of a more
highly educated workforce.
The council has
defined what it will
take just to be at the
national average in
educational attainment
by 2020, the date set
by HB I for achieveGuest Yoke ment of reform goals.
By Torn Layzell It will take doubling
the number of bacCouncil on
Postsecondary calaureate degree holders. We will need
Education
800.000 baccalaureate
degree holders instead
of the 400.000 we now have.
More students must graduate from
high schools prepared for college. More
students must graduate from colleges
and universities prepared for life and
work. More adults lacking a high
school diploma must attain their GED
and continue their education. More students must transfer from community
colleges to four-year institutions. And
ways must be found to increase the
pool of highly educated citizens immigrating to Kentucky from other states
and countries.
Increasing educational attainment will
require increased resources; it will also
require increased accountability for outcomes.
Discussions about resources and
accountability for outcomes will be
tough but essential.
There will be those who will insist
we can only improve performance by
spending more, and there will be those
who insist we can improve performance
without spending more. Both ideas are
wrong

RBI identified the right questions to
be asked in pursuit of its goals: What
do we need from higher education?
What can we do better? What strategic
investments will produce the results we
need?
The essential resource decisions are
those about which investments to make
and which to ignore. Improved performance will result only if the right questions triumph over the wrong ideas.
At the end of the day, political decisions, both those of the postsecondary
community and those made in more
public arenas, will determine if we
realize HE l's promise of an improved
quality of life and an increased standard of living.
The best decisions will be those that
are the most consistent with the basic
architecture of HB 1.
They will be comptehensive in their"
scope, long term in their outlook, and
focused on the needs of the commonwealth rather than on parochial concerns.
James Madison once said, "If men
were angels, no government would be
necessary." They aren't and it is.
How we practice our politics,
whether in the cloisters of academe, or
in the halls of Frankfort and Washington. and whether that practice is more
often right than wrong. more often
good than bad, will be the ultimate
determinant of whether we achieve the
goals set for us.
The jury is still out on educational
reform, but all of us should recognize
that we are members of that jury, and
the verdict is ours to deliver.
Tom Layzell is president of the
Council on Postsecondary Education.

Pros, cons for a man without a party
WASHINGTON IAP)
New York Mayor Michael
Bloomberg's, decision to leave
the Republicans six years
after he stopped being a
Democrat makes him a man
without el party
It the billionaire businessman decides to make an inde
pendent run for the presidency. he'll face legal. financial
and organizational hurdles
The nation has a long his
hey of failed third-party candidacies Getting on the hallos
in all sO states is torturous
Participation in televised
debates requires a high thresh
old of support And getting
out the vote is challenging
without the help of major
party organizations and their
arnues of volunteers
The last independent candidate to gain significant support, Ross Perot, drew considerable national attention m
1992 and 19% but failed to
pock up a single electoral
vote — even though in 1992.
Pus hen-performing year, he
spent $29 million and wound
up with 19 percent of the
popular vote.
Bkiornbers announcement
Tuesday that he was giving
up his Republican affiliation
&rag a campaign-like West
Coast tour is fueling speculation that he will enter the
20011 race as an independent,
even though he says he has
no present plans to do so
Despite the poor track

Washington
Today
By Torn Raum
Associated
Press Wnter

record for
third-party
candidates.
the 65-yearold mayor
might have
the hest
shot of any
recent independent
L andidate.
es en better
than Perot's.
"because he
wouldn't he

running

against an
incumbent
president.'" said Pat Choate.
who was the Texas businessman's 19% running mate
Perot ran against the first
President Bush in 1992 and
against President Clinton in
19%.
Presidents L an always count
on a certain percentage of the
vote pia because of handl-core
supporters and the aura they
carry as sitting presidents,
even if their approval ratings
are low, said Choate. a political economist and author
Furthermore. -You have
real disillusionment with both
political parties." Choate said.
"Bloornherg might Just do it."
This will he the first wideopen election
with neither
a president nor an incumbent
vice president in the race —
in more than half a century.
It is also a time when dtsens hanted Republicans are

S.

showing a lack of enthusiasm
for the current candidates.
Some Republicans want Fred
Thompson. the actor-politician
from Tennessee. others are
pressing former House Speaker Newt Gingrich.
Democrats are generally
content with their choices,
though a few would like former Vice President Al Gore
to run.
Polls also show low
approval ratings for the president as well as Congress, and
dissatisfaction with the direction of the country.
Bloomberg appears poised
to tap into this malaise In
his California appearances. the
mayor cnticized both parties
and their presidential candidates for pandering and timidity. -The big issues of the
day are not being addressed,
leaving our future in jeopardy." he said Monday at the
University of Southern California
A recent nationwide survey
by the nonpartisan Pew
Research Center found that.
while the New York mayor- is
relatively well-known, his
appeal is very modest While
almost two-thirds of Amencan
voters know who Bloomberg
is, only 9 percent of thaw
who have heard of him said
there's a good chance they'd
roe for him Another 23 percent said there was some
chance, hut more than half of
American voters said there's

no chance Bloomberg would
get their vote.
Bloomberg doesn't have
nearly the national reputation
of Republican Rudy Giuliani,
his mayoral predecessor, said
Fred Greenstein, professor
ementus of politics at Princeton University. Nor does he
have "the kind of messianic
quirkiness that Perot had. So
I don't know what's in it for
him other than reducing the
size of his estate by financing
a national campaign."
Like Perot. Bloomberg is a
billionaire, with an estimated
worth of more than $5 billion, and could easily selffinance his own campaign. By
some accounts. Bloomberg
sees such a race as costing
him a potential $5(l0 million
or more
Bloomberg also is making
some of the same appeals to
political independents. restive
Democrats and moderate
Republicans that Perot made
when he nagged the country
to balance its budget and
ruled-against -the arrogance
of public officials"
'hit American people are:
sick and tired that this
nation's problerns never get
solved. They want bold kaderchip, new *dean. real changlir;
that's what Bloomberg
-.
knows He smells this frustra-:non," said Chris Koftnis, a
Democratic consultant unaffili •
mod with any presidential
anider
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Obituaries
Linus Adam Kodman

Frank Holley

A graveside service for Frank Holley was Thursday at 10:30 a.m.
at Maplewood Cemetery, Paris, Term. Mike Rhodes and David
Cunningham officiated. Pallbearers were Jerry (Red) Overby and
Ralph Carraway. Ridgeway Funeral Home of Paris was in the
charge of arrangements.
Mr. Holley, 77, Puryear, Tenn., died Tuesday, June 19, 2007, at
Mrs. Veneta W. Sexton
Mrs. Veneta W. Sexton, 92, Airport Road, Murray, died Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A retired truck driver and bus driver for many years, he was a
Thursday, June 21, 2007, at 4:23 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
member of Fairview Baptist Church.
Paducah. Her death followed a short illness.
He was married June 7, 1952, to Mildred Mae Rasberry Holley,
Retired owner of Venela's Beauty Shop, she was
a charter member of Murray Country Club and an who died Nov. 25, 2004. Born Dec. 15, 1929, in Puryear, he was the
avid golfer. She was member of First Baptist son of the late Curly Holley and Jewell Pierce Holley.
Survivors include one son, Jerry Lee Holley, Puryear; two stepChurch and of the Dorcas Sunday School class of
Mrs. Shirley Coles and Mrs. Margie Tripp, both of Murray;
sisters,
the church.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, one aunt, Mrs. Eula Lee Willoughby, Hallettsville, Texas; several
Charles Dudley Sexton, who died Feb. 15, 1971; cousins.
her second husband, R.L. Ward, who died March 3,
2001; one sister, Eula Mae (Workie) Doherty;
seven brothers, Buren, Earl, Raymond, Durwood,
John, Otis and William Workman. Born March 26,
Sexton
1915, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Thomas Workman and Melissa Jones
Workman.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Melissa Briscoe and husband, George, Bradenton, Fla.; one son, Steve Sexton and wife,
'Una, Murray; four grandchildren, Kimberly Dunn and husband,
Roger, Franklin, Tenn., Chad Briscoe and wife, Christy, Louisville,
WASHINGTON(AP)— The Guantanamo ran into resistance
Lora Sexton, Nashville, Tenn., and Todd Sexton, Murray; two step-. Bush administration is nearing a from Cheney, Gonzales and forgrandchildren, Kathy Mendenhall and husband, Mike, Huntsville, decision
the mer Defense Secretary Donald
close
to
Ala., and Valerie Petty and husband, Eric, Cleveland, Ohio; four Guantanamo Bay detainee facil- H. Rumsfeld. But officials said
peat-grandchildren, Alexandra Dunn, Jacob Dunn, Charlie Briscoe ity and move its terror suspects the new suggestion is gaining
and Chandler Briscoe; five stepgreat-grandchildren; several nieces to military prisons elsewhere, momentum with at least tacit
and nephews.
The Associated Press has support from the State and
A graveside service will be Saturday at I p.m. at the Murray City learned.
Homeland Security departCemetery. Bro. Mike Mendenhall will officiate. Visitation will be at
Senior administration offi- ments, the Pentagon and the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 10 a.m. Saturday. Expressions of cials said Thursday a consensus Intelligence directorate.
Cheney's office and the
sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church Missions Fund, 203 is building for a proposal to shut
S. Fourth St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
the center and transfer detainees Justice Department have been
to one or more Defense against the step, arguing that
Department facilities, including moving "unlawful" enemy comMrs. Ruth Young Jewell
Mrs. Ruth Young Jewell, 85, Westmont, Ill., formerly of Murray, the maximum-security military batant suspects to the U.S.
Ky., died Tuesday, June 19, 2007, at 8:25 p.m. at Burgess Square prison at Fort Leavenworth, would give them undeserved
Kan., where they could face legal rights.
Health Care Center, Westmont.
They could block the proposA homemaker, she was a former member of First Baptist Church, trial.
but pressure to close
al,
national
Bush's
President
Hendersonville,
Church,
Murray, and now a member of First Baptist
had Guantanamo has been building
advisers
legal
and
security
Tenn.
since a Supreme Court decision
Born April 22, 1922, in New Concord, Ky., she was the daughter been scheduled to discuss the
last year that found illegal a prethe
today,
meeting
a
at
move
of the late Wiley Robert Young and Mary Etna Witherspoon Young.
news of it vious system for prosecuting
after
but
said,
officials
Burton
J.W.,
Robert,
four
brothers,
were
death
in
Also preceding her
broke, the White House said the enemy combatants. Recent ruland Fulton Young.
meeting would not take place ings by military judges threw
whom
to
Jewell,
Harding
Roy
husband,
her
Survivors include
day and no decision on out charges against two terrorthat
she was married April 7, 1945, in Murray; one son, Stanley Robert
Bay's status is ism suspects under a new tribuGuantanamo
Jewell and wife, Deborah Manetti Jewell, Western Springs, Ill.; four
nal scheme.
imminent.
Port
grandchildren, Robert Thomas Jewell and wife, Jennifer,
Those decisions have dealt a
on the schedlonger
no
"It's
Orchard, Wash., William David Jewel, Austin, Texas, and Michael ule for tomorrow," said Gordon blow to the administration's
Mario Jewell and Matthew Robert Jewell, both of Western Springs. Johndroe, a spokesman for the efforts to begin prosecuting
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. National Security Council. dozens
Guantanamo
of
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial "Senior officials have met on the detainees regarded as the
will follow in the Hicks Cemetery, Murray. Visitation will be at the issue in the past, and I expect nation's most dangerous terror
funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today (Friday) and after 9 a.m. they will meet on the issue in the suspects.
Saturday.
In Congress, recently introfuture."
Three senior administration duced legislation would require
Mrs. Reba Lovett
officials spoke about the discus- Guantanamo's_ . closure. Oae
The funeral for Mrs. Reba Lovett will be today (Friday ) at 2 p.m. sions on condition uf anonymity measure would designate Fort
in the chapel of ColliatFuneral Home, Renton. Rev. Curtis Harrell because they were internal Leavenworth, located about 30
miles northwest of Kansas City
and Rev. Mark Thweatt will officiate. Burial will follow in the Horn deliberations.
northeast Kansas, as the new
in
soon,
consult
to
Expected
Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy according to the officials, were detention facility.
Another bill would grant new
may be made to Ronald McDonald House, P.O. Box 7809, Paducah, Vice President Dick Cheney,
held at
Ky., 42001 or American Diabetes Association, P.O. Box 11454, Secretary of State Condoleezza rights to those
including
Bay,
Guantanamo
Robert
Secretary
Defense
Rice,
Alexandria, Va., 22312.
to lawyers regardless of
Mrs. Lovett, 93, Olive Hamlett Road, Hardin, died Wednesday, Gates, Attorney General Alberto access
the prisoners are put on
whether
Security
Homeland
Hospital,
Gonzales,
County
Calloway
Murrayat
a.m.
10:35
at
June 212h 2007,
another would allow
Still
trial.
National
Chertoff,
Michael
chief
a
was
she
Murray. A retired cook for Kenlake State Resort Park,
detainees to protest their detenMike
Director
Intelligence
Church.
Baptist
Missionary
Olive
member of
Chiefs of tions in federal court, something
Preceding her in death were her husband. Wilburn Lovett; her McConnell and Joint
Gen. Peter Pace. they are now denied.
Chairman
Staff
brothone
Thompson;
Wilson
Georgia
and
Thompson
parents, Jim
Previous plans to close
er; and two sisters.
Survivors include three sons, Steve Lovett and wife, Sally,
Benton, Lewis F. Lovett, Calvert City, and Donnie Ray Lovett,
Hardin; two daughters, Mrs. Marcella Lovett Triplett and Mrs.
Margaret Lovett Thorn and husband, Bobby, and one brother,
Wilson Thompson, all of Benton; three sisters, Mrs. Lola Darnell,
Hardin, Mrs. Mary Lee Bogard. Murray, and Mrs. Emma Lou
pro s .ts of 9 .1 Ill
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Thompson, Benton; 14 grandchildren; 29 great-grandchildren;
seven great-great-grandchildren.
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Born April 16, 1931, in Obion County, he was the son of the late
1950,
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Linus Adam Kodman, 48, Paducah. formerly of Murray, died
Wednesday. June 20, 2007, from injuries sustained in a car crash in
Massac County, Ill. Milner and Orr Funeral Home of Paducah is in
charge of arrangements.

Bush close to shutting
down Guantanamo
Bay facility in Cuba

14' STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Energy bill favors
better fuel economy,
renewable energy
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats celebrated a step
toward reducing U.S. dependence on oil as the Senate
approved a bill calling for more
ethanol and the first boost in gas
mileage in decades.
Now the House plans to follow suit, perhaps as early as
next week.
The Senate late Thursday
voted 65-27 to pass the first
energy bill since Democrats
took control of Congress in
January. But it was far from a
complete victory.
Resistance to the new auto
fuel economy standards threatened passage until the final
hours. Democratic leaders held
off a vote until shortly before
midnight as senators were
called back to the Capitol to
assure the votes needed to overcome a threatened filibuster by
opponents of the tougher fuel
regulations.
The bill finally passed even
as Republican senators grumbled that it did virtually nothing
to increase production of traditional domestic fuels such as oil
and natural gas.
Democrats saw it differently.
"This bill starts America on a
path toward reducing our
reliance on oil," Senate

Majority Leader Harry Reid, 0Nev., proclaimed.
would
legislation
The
require ethanol production for
motor fuels to grow to at least
36 billion gallons a year by
2022, a sevenfold increase over
the amount of ethanol processed
last year.
And it calls for boosting auto
fuel economy to a fleet average
of 35 miles per gallon by 2020,
a 40 percent increase over current requirements for cars,
SUVs, vans and pickup trucks.
The legislation also calls for:
—Price gouging provisions
that make it unlawful to charge
an "unconscionably excessive"
price for oil products, including
gasoline. It also gives the federal government new authority to
investigate oil industry market
manipulation.
—New appliance and lighting efficiency standards and a
requirement that the federal
government accelerate use of
more efficient lighting in public
buildings.
—Grants, loan guarantees
and other assistance to promote
research into fuel-efficient vehihybrids,
including
cles,
advanced diesel and battery
technologies.
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231 Wallace Drive

bed. I bath, home is over 41E0 xi ft with
car garage. Huge bonus room & large
loseis Very spacious! Hardwood floors & so
mush more' 53 I 5.000

4 bed. 2 bath. 2610 sy ft. pnvacy fence, and
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New pool, designer fixtures & fresh paint'
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Don't
Let
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Credit
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You
From Buying That
New Car, Thick,
Van or SUV You Are
In Need Of.
Regardless of your prior credit history:
Good or bad, our company specializes
in securing loans for the every situation.
We have over 20 financial institutions
that are competing daily to provide
someone just like you with financing for
that new vehicle you deserve
Call Now

1-888-FAST-YES
or Apply Online At

www.fastyes.com
— 24 HOURS A DAY
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Habitat for Humanity dedicates new house
Recently, the Murray -Calloway County Habitat for
Humanity affiliate held a house
dedication for the family of
Amy Cancr and her son, Koty,
who moved into their new
house.
The local Habitat affiliate has
completed 10 houses for partner families in Calloway County and is currently working on
their 11th house in partnership
with several Baptist churches
in the county under the leadership of Westside Baptist
'hunch.
After completing an application which is available at
the Calloway Public Library,
families are screened to determine that they do not exceed
income requirements and are
then interviewed.
When a family is selected,
they agree as their down payment to contribute their labor
toward building the house along
with volunteers from the community over the next year or

Jo's
Datebook
By

Program at Paris Landing is Saturday
bass,

The Grace Abound Quartet composed of Jeremy Ross,
Charles Ross, lead. Rickey West, baritone, and J.D. Dawson,
tenor, will be the gospel musical group performing from 7 to
9 p.m. Saturday in the amphitheater area of Paris Landing
State Park, Pans Landing, Tenn. This is free family-oriented.
entertainment overlooking Kentucky Lake. Persons may bring,
your lawn chairs or blankets for seating.

Stewart Cemetery plans homecomingAlmo
Photo prowled

Pictured are Amy Carter and her son, at the dedication of their new house through Habitat for
HUmanity.

budget
Make The

Move

Stewart Cemetery, located off US 61 North between
and Dexter will have its annual homecoming on Sunday. ik
potluck meal will be served at 12:30 p.m. Those unable to;
attend are asked to send their donations for the maintenance
of the cemetery to Sue Thweatt, 2161 Radio Rd., Almo, KX
42020.

Motorcycle Dice Run Saturday

Briggs & Stratton Motorcycle Dice Run for Relay for Life
will be Saturday at the Briggs & Stratton parking lot off East
Main Street, Murray. Check in time will be at 9 a.m. with
ride to start at 10 a.m. Door prizes and food will be available. Gifts for Top 3 and Lowest Roll will be given. All proceeds will go to ACS Relay for Live. For more information
call Brenda Kimbro or Georgia Paschall at 759-1680.

Kindermusik Classes scheduled

Kindermusik Classes will start Monday for children, ages
18 months to 3 years and 3 to 5 years at the Murray State
University Curris Center. Kindermusik is a music and movement class with a developmentally appropriate curriculum that
focuses on total growth for the developing child. The classes
offered are called "Creatures in My Backyard" for ages 18
months to 3 years and is offered on Mondays from 10 to It
a.m. from June 25 to July 23. The curriculum for the 3-5
years old will be "Confetti Days" and will be offered from II
a.m. to noon from June 25 to July 23. For more information
or to register your child call Linda at 753-3763 or 759-9015.

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y.
- Summer Williams graduated from the Fashion Institute
of Technologyin New York City
in ceremonies at the Radio
City Music Hall on May 22.
She received the bachelor
of science in fashion Merchandising Management and
was (Wiled 10 the dean's list,
Williams accepted a position as a wholesale fashion sales
esecuuse with Leib Associates
in the Apparel Mart in downtown Atlanta, Ga.. on June 6
She is the daughter of Keith
and Vicki Williams and sister
of Morgan Williams of Murray. Ky.

WOW Lodge 827 plans event

Woodmen of the World Lodge 827 will have an outing at
Maggie's Golf at Gilbertsville on Saturday at 10 a.m. The
group will meet at the golf course and after will attend the
Woodmen area picnic at Camp W.O.W. For more information
contact Tim Scruggs at the area service center.

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

HELP GIVEN AND RECEIVED: Volunteers with Murray's Need Line prepare to load baskets
full of canned goods collected for the charity by those that chose to donate six cans of food to
gain entrance to the Calloway County Fairgrounds Wednesday evening Hundreds of cans
were collected and will be distributed by Need Line
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management will be available.
To pre-register call the extension office
at 7531452 or for more information call
DeAnna Leonard at 1-270-4449625.

will
New Beginnings Church/Prison Ministry Support
meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at Westsicle Baptist Church. Max
Weaver, program director of His House Recovery Home in
Bowling Green, will be the speaker. The public is invited. For
more information call 753-0156

Williams
graduates
from Fashion
Institute of
Technology

Knocked Up
- 7.05 - 9.45

Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Purcluute District Health Department of
Calloway County and Purchase AHEC and
Calloway County Extension Office will sponsored a series of learning sessions on —Questions About Your Diabetes Management."
The classes will be held from 9:30 a.m.
to noon on lliesdays on July 10, 17, 24
and 31 from 9:30 a.m. to noon in the Calloway County Extension office at 310 South
Fourth SL, Murray. Free will be AlC blood
teats and other fun toots for your diabetes

New Beginnings to meet Saturday
Group

SI I

When they move into the
house, they begin making mortgage payments for the cost of
the materials and supplies used
to build the house
Individuals or groups who
in getting
are interested
ins olved with Habitat for
Humanity may contact Chuck
Hulick at 753-0323.

Diabetes Management Classes
planned at Extension office

•

Die Music Ministry of the
historic First Baptist Church.
Murray will he presenting the
annual patriotic spectacular "I
Believe In America- for the
greater Murray -Calloway County area at. a part of Freedom
Fest. 21107.
Scheduled Monday, July 2
at 7 p.m., this stars and stnpcs
extravaganza promises to be
the "must-see' event for the
summer' Once again as a spe
cud treat for this year, the pro
gram will he presented in historic Lovett auditorium on the
campus of Murray State Lim
versity
"I Believe in America- is
a patriotic musical production
featuring both traditional and
/
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new songs of God and counBENTON. Ky. -A welcome
try presented by choir and
ceremony for Company
home
include
titles
soloists Some
Battalion. 123rd Armor
2nd
C,
"America. the Beautiful." "The
place at 12:30 p.m.
Battle Hymn of the Republic." will take
at the Kentucky
Saturday
"In God We Still Trust" and
National Guard Armory, 153
"The Songs of the Military
Old Symsonia Rd.. Benton
Branches."
The Soldiers of Company
This music is supported by
2nd Battalion, 123rd Armor
C.
patnotic
moving
and
exciting
Benton in November
departed
images utilizing state of the
in March
art prort non screens anti image 2005 and deployed
The
unit's
Iraq
Bailed.
to
2006
including
i
magnification system
mission was to provide
still and DVD imagesi, Mar- main
secunty for coalition convoys
ring seteran recognitions, colorful painotic decorations and
a patriotic sing-along song for
the audience that will provide
all attendees a great opportunity to celebrate freedom lest.
Rachel
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2007
Suzanne Klapper of Murray,
Free tickets for the presen
the
tation will he used to insure Ks . has been named to
the attendees a seat and are honor list for the 2007 spnng
of
available at the First Baptist semester at the University
Church office and at the ('ham- Missouri, Rolla
Klapper is a iumor majorher of COMITICMC Contact the
in chemical engineenng.
ing
First Baptist Church at 753She is the daughter of Patri1854 or the Murray -Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce cia Klapper and Phillip Klapper of Murray
w more information

Klapper named
to dean's list

Robert G. Fitch DMD
announces the opening
office for the proctice of
his
of
General Dentistry
1304 JOHNSON BLVD
MURRAY, KY 42071

270-753-1691

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be Barbara Roach and For Heaven's Sake. There is no admission
charge. but items for Need Line will be accepted. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

'Movies in the Park' tonight

The third annual "Movies in the Park- will be tonight with
the movie being "Facing the Giants" and festivities beginning
around 7:30. This is sponsored by Harvest Land Ministries
International. In case of ram the movie will be shown at the
new Harvest Land Hangout at 1306D South 12th St. For more
information call the church at 759-5107.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Chnst-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church For information or for a note call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6.30
p.m at the Shnne Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities

Christian Women's Club to meet
Murray Christian Women's Club will have a reunion meeton Monday at 2 p.m. at Glendale Place which will feature fellowship, refreshments and entertainment. Effie Kemp
will share her mission travel expenences and Molly Rogers
will provide music. Trudy McFarlane will present the special
feature on "Growing and Using Herbs to Spice Up Your Life."
For more information or to register for the event, call Eleanor
Keith at 759-1555.

Angels Attic lists its opening hours
Angels Attic is now open from II a.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday. The attic is striving to make the donation
process for all those who support the efforts on behalf of
Angels Clinic easier Donations are accepted at the hack door
of Angels Attic from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Monday through Saturday . The access road off Arcadia has been re-opened.

MHS Class of 1997 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1997 is planning its 10-year
reunion, scheduled for Saturday. Aug. 18. from 7 p.m. to midnight at I Edwards, Murray. To RSVP either e-mail mhsreunion19970gmaal corn or call Angie Colson Kimbro at 75905S4

Cemetery needs donations
New Concord Cemetery is in need of donations for the
upkeep for the summer months. Donations may be mailed to
Mac Coleman. 296 Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.
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Donations requested for
local homeless shelter and
domestic crisis center
The Gentry House Homeless Shelter and Merryman
House Domestic Crisis Center,
both of Murray, are partnering
up and asking for help with
items needed to assist clients
that have been misplaced from
their permanent homes. Many
of these individuals have children.
Current items need are
kitchen trash bags, toilet paper,
paper towels, shampoo and conditioner, dish soap, laundry

{uen/ 5'?eminciers
The following are remainders of events planned for the
coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger
& Times:
Brittany Diane Jackson, daughter of James and Diane Jackson of Murray, and Luke Ryan Jones, son of Joe Pat and
Pam Jones and Karla Jones, all of Benton, will be married
tonight, Friday, June 22, 2007, at 7 p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

detergent, bleach, cleaning supplies, towels, washcloths,
kitchen linens, pot holders,
alarm clocks and old cell
phones.
Items may be taken to their
office at 629 Broad St., Ext.,
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and noon, Monday through
Thursday. Both officers are
United Way agencies and located in the same building.
For more information call
761-6802 or 759-2373.

Jennifer A. Mathis, daughter of Cynthia and Jerry Davidson of Murray, and Corey Hendrickson, son of Julie Hendrickson of Mayfield and Kerry Hendrickson of Paducah, will
be married today, Friday, June 22. 2007, at noon at the Calloway County Courthouse, Murray. A reception will be given
by the parents from 1 to 6 p.m. with all friends and relatives
invited.
Kristen Michelle Peat, daughter of Bud and Jammie Poat
of Murray, and David Thomas Vance, son of Richard and
Susan Vance of Louisville, will be married Saturday. June 23,
2007, at 1:30 p.m. at St. Joseph Catholic Church, Louisville.
All relatives and friends are invited.
'Photo provided
MAGAZINE CLUB: Pictured at the April meeting of the
Murray Magazine Club were, from left, Charlotte Gregory,
Jean Cooper and Linda Houck. The club will meet Thursday
at the home of Linda Scott.

Leslie Brooke Hatfield, daughter of Terry and Cindy Yarbrough
of Murray and Rick and Dee Anna Hatfield of Louisville, and
Patrick Emanuel Johnson, son of Jackie and Janet Wyatt and
Roger and Anita Johnson, all of Murray, will be married Saturday, June 23, 2007, at 3 p.m. at Northside Baptist Church.
Almo. All relatives and friends are invited.

531:1-1A4" J1nnouncernen/
Ethan Parker
Scott

Photo provided
CERIRCATE PRESENTED: Al Bussey, left, secretary of
Murray Shrine Club, presented a certrificate of appreciation to
Jo Burkeen, community columnist for the Murray Ledger &
Times, in appreciation of the news articles and meeting times
of the club being published in the daily publication.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Scott II
of Belmont Drive, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Ethan Parker Scott, born on Tuesday,
June 5, 2007, at 9:16 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
1 ounce and measured 22 inches. The mother is the former
Heather Glisson.
Grandparents are Ovena
Eugley and Paul and Jessie
Scott of Murray.
Great-grandparents
are
Richard and Brenda Scott of
Murray.

Jenny Sims, daughter of Louis Sims of Murray and Rhonda Sims of Sedalia, and Chris Jones, son of Paul and Barbara Jones of Benton, will be married Saturday. June 23, 2007,
at 3 p.m. at Benton Church of Christ, Benton. All relatives,
and friends are invited.
Lacindt; Wiley, daughter of Bob and Cindy Wiley of Benton, and Kyle English, son of Steve and Mitzi English of
Benton, will be married Saturday, June 23, 2007, at 5 p.m. at
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, Dexter. All relatives
and friends are invited.
Tasha Thompson, daughter of Ronnie and Kala Thompson
of Farmignton, and Joshua McWherter,son of Eugene McWherter and Deborah McWherter of Almo, will be married Saturday. June 23, 2007, at 6 p.m. at New Bethel Baptist Church,
Benton. All relatives and friends are invited.

Ethan Parker_ Scott

State Farm Agency will sponsor safe driver class
The Henry State Farm Insurance Agency will sponsor an
AARP Safe Driver class on Saturday, July 14, from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:15 until approximately 3 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the First Christian Church at 111 N. Fifth St.,
Murray.
According to Douglas Henry, an agent at the local State
Farm agency, "Many of our policyholders-as well as othershaven't been &bit _.to participate in earlier classes, since they
work on weekdays. this special Saturday class gives them an
opportunity to review their driving habits and perhaps sharpen their driving skills."
The class, taught by Gordon Loberger, an AAA-trained and
certified driver's training instructor and AARP-certified Safe
Driver instructor, is open to any driver aged 50 or above,
whether insured by State Farm or not and whether a member
of AARP or not.
The class is designed to increase drivers' awareness of driv-

ing problems as they get older; thereby increasing their confidence and safety. Loberger emphasizes that no driving is
involved in the class, and no tests or examinations are given.
Participants who complete the class will be eligible for a
reduction of their auto insurance premiums of three to five
percent, depending upon the policies of the various insurance
companies.
"I'm really pleased that the Henry Agency has agreed to
sponsor this class," stated Loberger. "Obviously. both State
Farm and AARP are concerned about improving drivers' safe
driving habits. I hope drivers will take advantage of this opportunity. "
Course fee is $10, payable on Saturday before class begins.
For more information about this class or to enroll, contact the
Henry Insurance Agency at 753-9935 or Loberger at 753-6783.
Class size is limited, so interested drivers should enroll as
soon as possible.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Saturday, June 23, 2007:
How you deal with change and
dynamic opportunities emerges
this year. You like the status quo
but often get bored if life
becomes too stable. Know when
to kick in and do something
totally different. Insights evolve
from diversity, travel, foreigners
or others who hear a different
drummer. Notice a tendency to
spend a lot on yourself and
loved ones. What might seem
like a little gift here and there
could add up. If you are single,
someone quite unique and different emerges in your life. Be
open to this person's ideas and
thinking. If you are attached,
doors open up for the two of
you. especially if you decide to
travel. Take a workshop in communication or a fond mutual
interest. LIBRA serves as an
anchor.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average, 2-So-so.
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Aprli 19)
**** Others have the nicest
way of saying what they mean
In fact, you might realize what
was really being said after
you've left a person and a conversation. Others play it coy
Observe this tendency more
often. Tonight: Just don't be
alone.
Thum;(Aprli 20-May 20)
***** Though you might plan
an easy day at home with your
feet up. events might cause you
to move swiftly A new development helps realize a long
desired goal
Move with tho
moment Tonight Just relax
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Though you appear to
be on an even keel, you see situations far differently from many
Events or an older fnend Of relative could shako you up Know
when to say that enough is
enough. Your ability to creatively
use what looks like a mess

Kelsey Renee Dial, daughter of Jerome and Vickie Dial diMurray, and Michael Joseph Piazza, son of David and Brenda Piazza of Union City, Tenn., will be married Saturday. June
23, 2007, at 2 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray. All relatives and friends are invited.

Amy Northington, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Wade Northington of Hopkinsville, and Bart Wilder, son of Ms. Pat
Thielen of Tempe, Ariz., and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wilder of
Murray, will be married Saturday. June 23, 2007, in Reno.
Mr. and Mrs. Dolphus Hughes Phelps of Louisville will
celebrate their 60th wedding anniversary on Thursday, June
28. 2007

1
._.Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands,
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. seautifut custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery WC s ewr
3. Intestor design services designed to fit your budget f
iTiagorw Yd(
From desegn to faboca(/on to proteSSiOrkP instsianoo 'OsX work Is dor,.'
in houw- by our Mend staff
Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for yoursein
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408 8. 12th St. • 753-6361

Jacqueline Blear
emerges. Tonight: Lighten up through on your knowledge_
the night.
Tonight: Quiet, with perhaps one
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
other person.
**** If you want another's SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
response, ask more directly. 21)
Sometimes being coy doesn't ***** Aim for long term. For
work and appears to be a down- some it might mean releasing
right failure. Focus on invest- your primary focus. If you see
ments and properly. Some might that something better will head
opt to spruce up their home. your way if you make another
Tonight: Entertain from your choice or head down a different
place.
path, then do Just that. Tonight.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Shake up the status quo.
***** You might need to CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
change the stakes involving a **** Words and actions might
partnership If someone simply stun you. as they come from out
is refusing to be sensitive, study of left held. If you think about
your alternatives Don't try to what is really being said, you
change this person, because might wind up smiling. Good
you can't. Accept what is and news surrounds Goats who are
move on. Tonight: At a favonte willing to stand up for what they
place.
want. Tonight: Leader of the
V1RCIO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
gang.
*** Understand your budget, AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
and you are less likely to make *** Surprises strike on the
mistakes Ease up and worry financial front. You might have
potential an unexpected bout of good luck
less about the
changes You cannot fight city Of find out some important inforhall Surprises happen with part- mation. Your feelings will intensinerships and decisions accord- ty. even if you try to detach.
ingly Tonight. Think as if you are Tonight: Let your imagination
about to pick up the tab.
lead to uncharted territory.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
PtSCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You seem to naturally ***** You might shock even
do the right thing or say the cor- yourself with a decision or
rect words while everyone else
choice. Know when to say
flounders Trust yourself Follow *enough.' A partnership could be
through even if you see a special instrumental in events Bet on
side to a person that many do change Loosen up and share a
not Tonight. Only what you little more Tonight: If you want
romance, make it happen.
wash
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
ir ifr Know when to step back
BORN TODAY
A child or potential romantic Mathematician Alan Turing
attachment could do the unex- (1912), sex researcher Alfred
pected You might not be totally Kinsey (1894), actress Selma
Blair (1972)
unhappy with new information
You know what works Follow

NA 1‘414 rray

LASER
Center
Laser Hair Removal
Leg & Face Veins • Skin Discolorations
Facial Rejuvenation
(270)761-4999
1422 Hwy. 121 N.• Murray
wwwawritytarg.com at

It's our
20 Year
Anniversary.
Help us celebrate
with food, fun & prizes'

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY 63

20% FF
STOREWIDE
PLUS AN EXTRA 10% OFF
ANYTHING IN THE STORE!!!
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
LONE OAR PRIMITIVE
lot Sunday
2.00 p in
3rd Sunday
2-00 p to

AMIENTRIPTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 1100am
Sabbath se hool
Sat 10 15• m
MargiAN
ST. HAWS ANGUCAN CHUILL'H
1214 Married Hiseisiey Rennin KY 4Z1/26

t1:
turnee

1000 rim
Feet Do seri ;CH comae! to hortor !`2 13M

kPOSTOUC
APOSPOLIt HOWL FELLOWSHIP
Sunda y
1004)• in
Tueeday
6 45 p m
Thursday
646 pm
ASSEN11114131 OF NO
HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30•in
Sunday Evetung Worship 600 p m
Viednesday Bible Study
7 00 p m
Urn.,
BLOOD RIVER
Morning litiorship
II 00 am
*.ning Worship
600pm
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
Ilam & 6 pm
COLDWATER BAPTIST
Sunday School
9.45•to
Morning Services
11 00 a m
Es rniNt Services
600 pm

CHURCH

DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service
6 30 p m.
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship Service
1100am
Sunday Shed
600pm
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Sunday School
91/0 a m
Worship
10 00•m & 600 p m
IJimtpleship Training
5 00 p co
EMMANIALL MISSIONARY
sunrise. School
10 00 a nri
Morning Worship
II 00•m
After-main Worship
6 00 p M
Wed Bible Study & Youth 700 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00•in
Ey ening Worship
600 p
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
Sunday Shod
10-00• m
Worship
II la)• m & 6-00 p m
Wednesday
7-00 p m
MUTT BAPTIST
sonde', isol
9 4.5• m
Worship 14 30 & 10 55 am &6pm
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000•m
Morning Worship
II 00•m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9 30• m
Worship
Ill 45•m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 am
Worship
I(i 45• m & 6 p
ILASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 am
Morning Worship
11 •in & 6 p in
Illedarraday7 p in
HAIRDIN SAPIENT
Wonihip00.P116•IORO•is
Sun Se houfa PI no 915*10 39•IT
EVOIllflit Worship
600 p
Wednesday Worship
7pm
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday se
VU)• m
Worship
10 3ii• m & 6 30 p m
t•hunh Training
5
pm
Wednesday Worship
7(9) pm
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday Ss Nail
10 00• m
Worship Service 1100am & 6 p m
Wednesday
700 p m
KIRENEY BAPTIST
Morning Wor•hip
11 00•m
Assn*
:94-7:wpm
Training InlOy
5 45 pm
Evening Worship
634) pm
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday S. h....4
10 00• m
Preaching
II am
p
edrieeday Night
7 00 p

46

LI(.HTHOCHE BAPTIST CSUBLV
nda
fo.)
10 00 a in
9.orship
11 rim & 6pm
Wn.1,w.day Worship
7 00 p
KI.THT GROVE
SU Ilt14% School
1000•ma
11.1.1,11111$ W.4,Alp
11 •in & p
Wednesday Worship
700 p in

CARICTI

MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Everung Worstup
600pm
MOUNT SORER FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30• m.
Worship
11 00• m.
NEW MT. CARREL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00• m,
Evening Worship
600 p as.
NORTHRIDE
Morning Worship
1000 am
Evening Worship
600 pm
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday, School
10 00• m.
Worship
Ilam &Com.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10 am.
Worship
/lam & 7pm
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000• in
Preaching
11 00 am
Prayer Service
630 p.m.
(7hurch
6 00 p m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
1)) a m
Worstup 845am
Ilam & 6 pm

k

SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00•in
Warship
llam &Spin
Wedneaday
7 00 p in
SCOTTS GROVE
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Worship Service
1046 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p in
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 700 pm
Prayer & Fasung for Spiritual
Awakening
Sat lip m 10pm
SINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10•in
Worship
Ilam &bpm.
Wad needs y
• p in.

mount

MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 in.
Worship
II ii it 6
p in
Wednesday
7pm
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900•in.
Worship Semces
10•m
Ihacipleship Training
6p m
ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Being a Good
Listener

BAPTIST

twice

KT HENRY CATHOLIC
Saturday Maas
4 00 p m
Sunday Maas
10 30• m
NT. LEO CATHOUC CHURCH
Saturday Maas
6 DO p m
Sunday Masses
Main &Ilam

AURORA CHRISTIAN
Worship
II•m •6 pm
Hible Study Sunday
10• ni
thbie Study Wedneeday
7pm
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
900• m
Warship Service
10 15• m
SLEW CHIUNTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Bible School
9 30• m
Worship
10 30•m
Evening Service
600 p m
0111111111111101111C11111111111
Sunday *hid
10 30• m
Reeding Room Every Wad 12.3 p no
2nd Wednesday
7 30 p m
CIMINO OF

coat

ALIO cavac Or CHRIST
Bible Scheel
Morning Werehip

Keeton( Wiworup

900•in
950• in
600pm

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
12 miles wee( ot INno Grove
Sunday School
10 00 a no
Worship
10 43• m
Evening Service
7 30 p to
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Prase and Worship 10-30 am 116pm
Wednesday Family Training
7p m
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sundays
10:30 a m
Wednesdays
7:00 p in
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
1408 Sycamore Sit
Sundays
10.00 a.m. & 5:00 pm
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF
Morning Worship
10110 a.m
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.

JESUS CHRIST

SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
1100 •.m
Wednimday Evening
6:30 p.m

WITIES11113
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9 30 a m
Watchtower Study
1030•to
LOTIMUUll
AN EL UTIMERAN
Bible Study
9-00•to
Worship
10 30 a m

R.S.V. Luke 6:37

1111171109111111

DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a in
Worship
1030•m & 600pm
Wednesday
7 00 p no
FREINDWUP
Sunday School
1000sni
Morning Worship
1100•m
Sunday Night
6 00 p
Wednesday Meat
700 pm
DIMIC'4 PLAIN
ares
Joao am
Meenteg Ilerinse
10-46•al
Evening Worship
6 00 p
Wednesday Worship
700 p to
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
900•to
Morning Worship
950•to
Evening Worship
600 p to
Mid Week Worship
700 pm
IUCEOET GROVE CHLIKIII OF CHEW
Sunday Bible Clam
900•to
Morning Worship
10 00• in
Wednesday Night
7 00 p

Dab

WITIOLIC

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
910 a.m.
Worship
11 30 a m & 7 p.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m

Judge not, and you will not be judged; condemn not,
and you will not be condemned.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9 30•in
Morning Worship
10 15• m
Evening Worship
600 pm
Wed Bible Study
7 00 pm

KIRKE= CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
1000• m
Morning Worship
1060•m
Evening Worship
7-00 pm
;Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH Of CHRIST
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 sea
Evening Worship
600 p in

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 46• in
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
GLENDALE ROAD CECILE OF CHEW
Worship
Sam 9• in & 6 p.m
Bible Study
10:15 a.m.
Wed Bible Study
7 p in
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50•in
Evening Worship
600 p to
UNIVERSITY
BMW, Classes
9 00 a m
Worship
1000•in
600 p.m.

Is

WSW MURRAY
Morning Warship
10.60 am
Evening warerup
600 p in
WILLIAMS
Morning
Evening
Wednesday

MT. HERRON
Worship
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a to

7 00 p.m.
10-00 a in
7 00 p m

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3pm
Wednesday
7 p to

CHAPEL
900• to
6 00 p in
7 00 pm.

If I$IS CIIIMPT
OF LIM MT MIMI
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY
Sunday Priedlioxl
10 00• m
Sunday School
11 10 a m
Sacrament Masting
12 10 p m

auras

1131110.1611
BT. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Worship
1030• m
Sunday School
9-00•m
Sunday Worship
5-00 p in
'hieeday
12 00 pm

BETILF.L UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
2nd k 4th Sun. Night
600 p m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00•no
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
lat & 3rd Sun Night
6-00 p m
COLDWATER
Sunday School
/0-00 a m
Worship
11 .00 a.m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8 50 •.in
Sunday School
9-50• m
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
'ontemporary Service
WOO a.m.
habit Study
10:00 a.m.
Regular Worship
11700 a.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8 45 &Ilam
Sunday School
9-60 a m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
.Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship Service
11 00. in
GOSREN METHODIST
Sunday School
9 00• m
Morning Worship
10.00 a. m.
HALM UNITED METHODM1T
Sunday School
9 46 a m
Worship
11 00 a.m
Wednesday Worship
7:06 p to
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10.00• m
Morning Worship
11 00 a.in
KIRESITY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00•to

NEW CONCORD
Worship
960 am 1113pm
Bible Clamor
9• m
Wednesday
7 p in
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
WOO• m
Worship
10.00 a m & COO p m
Wed Bible Study
7-00 pm

11111111111111113111
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
Worship Sunday
1030 a in
Children's Sunday School 11 00•m

LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
930• in
Church School
10 46 a.m

FREEDOM HOUSE
Sunday Schoal
10 00•m
Worship
II 00• m

MARTIN'S CHAPEL
Worship Service
9-00•in
Sunday School
10 30• m

PLEASANT VALLEY
florrung Worship
1046•to
Evening Wordup
6 00 p m

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Worship
1000am
Wednesday Home Groupe 600pm

MASON'S CHAPEL UNTIED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00• in

cowman

UNITED

100Uam
11 -00 a m

Worship
Sunday School

nu.00BPID.ABSIMBLY

SHILOH
Thursday Night
Sunday Morning
Sunday Evening

Listening to others is more
than just hearing what they say,
and certainly, more than just the
sound of their voices striking
our eardrums. When we truly
listen to others, we are making a
commitment to them. We are
saying that we care enough
about them to listen mindfully
to what they have to say. Once
we have made that commitment
to listen mindfully, we should
follow two important rules:
First, we should be committed to accepting the other
person and caring about them unconditionally.
Second, we should be committed to listening to them
non-judgmentally. People rarely ask for or appreciate
our critical judgments about them. On the contrary,
when a person feels like they have an attentive listener who cares about them and will listen non-judgmentally, they usually open up and communicate
very effectively. Perhaps that is why Jesus always
seemed to have people around Him,because he loved
unconditionally and refrained from judging others.

V 30•m
II a.m

SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10• m
Worahipa
II am kfipm
Wednesday
• p
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11 00•in
Wednesday Evening
7(X) p m
Sunday Evening
600 p in
WERTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30•in
10 30• m & 6 p m
Worship
Wadriesiday
7pm
BETHANY
CHURCH
Sunday School
10. in
Worship
Ilam &fipm
Wednesday
7 p no
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10•in
Worship
11 am & 6 pm
Wednesdayp

HARVEST LAND
MINISTRIES INTERNATIONAL
Tuesdays Bible Study
p in
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p m
Saturdays Catehrsuon Service 7 p in

PALZWIINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL
Worship
Sunday School

warns
9.30am
11 00 a m

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 46 a to
Morning Worship
1046 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNTIED
Sunday School
9,00 a.m
Preaching
1000 am

WAYMEN CHAPEL AKE CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Service
11-00 a in
MAIM
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 Lin.
Morning Worship
10445 arn.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.
MITICCOSTIL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
1100 •.m. & 6:00 p.m
Wednesday
700 p.m
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Night
7.00 p.m

CHURCH

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 a in
Worship
1100 a.m. & 6:30 p.m
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7-00 p.m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
10.00 a to
Worship
11 am & 6 pm
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
Wednesday Worship
700 p m

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
Worship

10:00 •.m
11 a.m & 7 p.m

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
6-00 p.m.
Worship
10.30 •.m & 6 p.m
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School & Worship
10 a n•
Evening Worship
6 p to
Wednesday
7 p to
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship & Service
10 a to
Worship Sun 6 p m & Wed 7 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Worship
10 50 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7 p.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11:00-7-30 p m

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Worship
1000 a it:
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000. in
Worship Service
11130 a to
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship
11 00 a m
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
10 0(1 • m
Worship Service
II am &fipm
UNITY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00• m
Worship
11 00• m & 6 30 p m

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
NO*'ics1 Ilaunkji,

FORD

MERCURY
LINCOLN
701

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

Main St. • Murray • 753-5273

Murray Appliance.
and TV
firsir Authorized GE Showcase Dealer'.
2)2F Main St.• 753-1586

*
*lc

'Place

t.leodale Road • Murray, KY 42071
12701 711-1SSS

,,,,A.
:,•

tes Ihe• tist•t -e•hes is Ls- te it ea retethe-

Prefessiseal !ma a Mee
Dirperiidahlir N Ann. Itr.ionl.
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Ran" Jaynes
Over In lean;Ix

TI Vti

1
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Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

t• 50, St
Murroy
Is) Pi•
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11 13

ANNIMENK
Thornton Tile and Marble

fig"

o

READY MIX CO.
Building Stodis A Reedy Mix Concrete

K

CAMPBELL
REALTY
® 759-8780 • bcampbellrealty.cos

75:1-5719

mils BLOCK 8

Office Technology Specialists
1400454-0492
• 1393 Stahl Rout" 46 Nue

612 s.

East Main Street

753-3540

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 Timothy 4:7

Our Family Is Here Io
Help Yours.
1707W. P.teim • Murray • 274-753-1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Pmfessional Care with a Personal Touch

2415'. kb St.• Murray, KY •(re)799-9506

WI DIILIVIRI

LEER & TIMES

VICTOR'S

12701 7S3-1914 • erwir.murra. le.iger "To

1101 MAIN ST.• MURRAY

Air

CHRYSLER•OODGEcIEEP fhb'

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY •7534444
varimossia.nat

I
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WORSHIP
Mason's Chapel, new pastor plan 128year celebration for homecoming Sunday

CburchBulletins

Various
have ister, Nick Hutchens, youth min- p.m. worship service. Assistchurches
released information concerning ister, Howell Clark, Steve Win- ing will be Mike Russell, Shertheir worship services for the chester, John Miller, Jerry Ain- rill Gargus and Josh Dunn.
Mason's Chapel plans celecoming weekend as follows:
ley, Tommy Carraway, Keith Danny Claiborne is worship bration for 128 years at homeGreater Hope Baptist: Rev, York, Bill Nix, Charles Olree leader and Roy Hawkins is coming Sunday
Jonathan Williams of St. Luke and Jim Allbritten. A short youth and family minister. Bible
Mason's Chapel United
Missionary Baptist Church, worship service will be at 5 classes will begin at 9 a.m.
Methodist Church will celeFirst United Methodist: brate 128 years at the annual
Jackson, Tenn., will be the a.m. and Bible classes at 1015
Rev. Michael Blake, guest homecoming service on Sunguest speaker at the 10:45 a.m. a.m.
First Christian: Dr. Charles speaker, will speak about day.
worship service.
West Fork Baptist: Bro. Rolen, senior pastor, will speak "Regaining Sight" with scripRev. Alan Trull, new pasMatthew Williams, pastor, will about "Running Jesus Out of ture from Mark 10:46-52 at tor of Mason's Chapel and Hazel
speak about "Is there an Echo Town" with scripture from Luke the 8:45 a.m. Early Light serv- United Methodist Churches, will
in Here?" with scripture from 8:26-39 at the 10:15 a.m. wor- ice and the 11 a.m. tradition- be the speaker at the 11 a.m.
Joshua 1 at the 11 a.m. wor- ship service. Mark Dycus is al service. Dr. Pam Wurgler is worship service. No service
ship service and about "Built minister of music with Julie minister of music with Joan will be at Hazel on Sunday.
to Last!" with scripture from Warner, Donnie Hendrix and Bowker as organist. The choir
Rev. Trull and his wife, Tri1 Timothy 2:1-13 at the 6 p.m. Judith Hill as accompanists. will sing "My Faith Looks Up cia, live with their 9-year-old
worship service. Alvin Usrey Amy Roos and Terry Hart will to Thee" at the early service. son, Tanner, in Paris, Tenn.,
is music minister and Shawn sing 'The Gift of Love" at the Kristen Shepard will give the where Tanner attends Henry
Hanes is youth minister. Morn- morning hour. Assisting will children's message. Acolytes Elementary School. Mrs. Troll
Julie is also a pastor at Puryearing Bible study groups will be June Vandermolen, worship will be Dylan Boone,
leader, Dave and Judy Eldredge, Revell and Nicholas Alexan- Buchanan United Methodist
begin at 10 a.m.
der. Worship leaders will be Churches.
Memorial Baptist: Bro. elders, and Krista Crass, Don
Marcia Koenecke at the early
Bro. Trull has been pastor
Martin Severns, pastor, will Wilson, David Riola, Rita Riola
service and Jim Stahler at the at
diaconate.
Tim
Allbritten,
and
Untied
Dexter-Hard
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
Grace Baptist: Bro. Sammy second service. The previous Methodist Church for the past
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship servweek's worship service will be two years.
ices. J.T. Lee is acting music Cunningham, pastor, will speak
televised on NewWave Chanp.m.
6
and
a.m.
the
at
10:45
They have two other childirector with Misty Williams
Henry Nance nel 19 at II a.m. and on Mur- dren, Melisha Burns and husand Kathy Thwatt as acorn- worship services,
with Onei- ray Electric Channel 15 at band, Patrick, and Charity Trull,
panists. Mason Billington will is minister of music
Sherry Former and 12:30 p.m. Sunday.
and three grandchildren, Garserve as deacon of the week. da White,
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. rett, Claire and Aubree.
Kathy Garrison as accompaSunday School will be at 9:40
nists. Kailey Stone will sing a Ann Marie Montgomery, coSpecial music at the serva.m.
solo at the morning hour. Eddie pastor, will speak about 'The ice at Mason's Chapel will be
Hardin Baptist: Bro. Ricky
Morris will give the children's God of Life Awaits" with scrip- provided by the church choir
Cunningham, pastor, will speak
sermon. Brian Steward is min- ture from Luke 8:26-39 at the and Steve Hinze, special guest.
about "Did You make the Bed?"
ister of youth. Assisting will 10 a.m. worship service being A potluck meal will be served
with scripture from Hebrews
be John Smotherman, deacon held at Wrather Hall at Mur- after the worship service. The
10:30
13:4 at the 8, 9:15 and
of the week, and Walter Bell, ray State University. Todd E. public is invited to attend any
a.m. worship services. He will
Monte Stalls, Ashley Heppe Hill is choir director and pianist.
also speak at the 6 p.m. wor- and Hal On, ushers. Sunday Caroline Jones will sing a solo,
ship service. Sunday School is School will be at 9:30 a.m. "As The Deer." Assisting will
In our
conducted at all morning serv- and prayer meetings at 5:30 p.m. be Sid Martin, liturgist, and
ices.
Goshen United Methodist: Sid and Jo Martin, ushers.
Westside Baptist: Rev. The Rev. Mark Earheart, pasNorth Pleasant Grove
Grove
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will tor, will speak at the 9 a.m. Cumberland
Presbyterian: Hickory
speak about "Submitting to One worship service with Steve Sex- The Rev. Charles Westfall, pas- Church will hear
Another" with scripture from ton as pastor's assistant. Eliz- tor, will speak about "Driven
Banner of Truth
Ephesians 5:1-2, 8, 15-21 at abeth
Teela Into The Wilds" with scripand
Brunn
the 10:30 a.m. worship serv- Etheridge will serve as acolytes. ture from Luke 8:26-39 at the lectures
ice and about "Serve One Children's church will be direct- 11 a.m. worship service. Camme
Hickory Grove Church of
Another" with scripture from ed by Jo Lovett. Alison Chaney Cain is song leader and Mar- Christ will present a series of
Galatians 5:13-14 at the 6 p.m. will direct the choir with Renee garet Boyd is pianist. Sunday 28 lectures by 22 speakers
worship service. Tommy Scott Doyle, Pat Brunn and Carla School will be at 10 a.m.
Monday through Thursday in
is minister of music. The choir Halkias as accompanists. Betty
First Baptist: Keith Inman, the third floor theater of Murwill sing "Sweeter- and Caitlin Lawrence and Becky Miller Collegiate/Young Adult Min- ray State University Curris CenSeverns will present special will serve as greeters. Sunday istry Group, Kentucky Baptist ter.
music at the morning hour. Dea- School with Bob West as super- C onvention, will speak about
"The Need For and Basis
cons of the week will be Jeff intendent will be at 10:15 a.m. "Lost in idesitity'k ato the 8:30 of Optimism Within the Lord's
Gentry and lames Foster. Sun- in the family fellowship cen- and l055 a.m. and 6 p.m. Church" will be the theme of
day School will be at 9:30 ter. The Sunday Night Bible worship services. Jim Taylor the lectures to begin at 9 a.m.
a.m. T-Ray Manley is minis- study and the combined youth will give the Gideon Report each day and the last lecture
ter to youth and Shelly Har- groups of both Goshen and at both morning services. Mike to begin at 8 p.m.
ris is minister to preschool and Kirksey churches will be at 6 Crook, associate pastor of
The public is invited to attend
music, will direct the music with the lectures. There is no cost
children.
p.m. at Kirksey.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray involved and no collections will
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will Dennis Norvell, pastor, will as accompanists, assisted by be taken.
speak about "Declare How speak about "Heaven, the Holy the Praise Team. The sanctuFor more information call
Much God Has Done for You" City, Coming From God!" with ary choir and Mr. Crook will 753-3675, 489-6219 or 767with scripture from Luke 8:39 scripture from Revelation 21:1- sing "In God We Still Trust" 0625.
S at the 10:30 a.m. Fourth 5 at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. wor- at the second service. AssistSunday after Pentecost wor- ship services and about "The ing will be Boyd Smith, asso- Gospel meeting
ship service. Sunday School god You Worship" with scrip- ciate pastor of students, Don
tonight at
and Adult Bible Class will be ture form Exodus 20:4-6 at the Edwards and Bobby McDow- opens
and
at 9 a.m.
6 p.m. worship service. Ray ell, deacons. Jeff Stewart
Coldwater
Glendale Road Church of Hays will lead he worship serv- Pam Williams. Sunday School
A gospel meeting will be
Christ: John Dale, minister, ices with Hazel Brandon, Susan will be at 10:45 a.m.
at Coldwater Church of Christ
Calvary Temple Pentewill speak about "Which Reynolds, and Carol Kelly as
Road?" with scripture from accompanists. Sunday School costal: Rev. Darrell Young will
Matthew 7:13-14 at the 9 a.m. for all ages will be at 10 a.m. speak at the 11 a.m. and 6
of p.m. worship services. Wesley
Church
University
worship service and Lance
Cordie will speak about "The Christ: Charlie Bazzell, min- Young will, be in charge of
Good Life" with scripture from ister, will speak about -Give praise and worship. Greeters
Psalm 1 at the 6 p.m. wor- Me the Hill Country" with scrip- will be Bud and Ruby StewStudy
ship service. Todd Walker, asso- ture from Joshua 14:1-15 at art. Wednesday Bible
will be at
ciate minister, will lead the the 10 a.m. worship service. and youth service
singing. Also assisting will be Members of the youth group 7 p.m.
Garry _Evans, involvement min- will be in charge at the 6
_

CHURCHES

Photo provided
Pictured is Rev. Alan Trull, new minister of Hazel and Mason
Chapel United Methodist Churches is pictured with his wife,
Tricia, and Tanner, their son.
or all services.
Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Regular services on Sunday,

July 1, will be at 9:4 5a.m. at
Hazel and at 11 a.m. at Mason's
Chapel.

starting tonight and continuing
through Sunday.
Roger Scully will be the
speaker at the services at 7

p.m. tonight and Saturday and

II See Page 10A

ACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
at

Grace Baptist Church
617 South 9th Street

June 25-29
6:00 - 8:30 p.m.
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Bible Stories, Crafts, Music, Snacks, Games & More
Ages thru - 6th grade
For information or transportation call: 753-7599

Vacation Bible School

Women's roles in husband's ministries
has changed dramatically since Graham
By RACHEL ZOLL
AP Religion Writer
When she agreed to marry
Billy Graham, Ruth Bell Graham said she knew her life
would "be lost in Bill's." For
her generation. the pastor's wife
was expected to work solely
in service to her husband and
his flock. There was no job
title, no pay and enormous
pressure to be perfect.<*i>
Today, ministers' wives are
forging a different role, through
their own careers or as very
public, equal partners with their
husbands.
Ruth Graham, whose memo
nal service is Saturday in Mon,
treat. N.C.. was too strongwilled and vibrant to disappear completely behind the
world's best-known evangelist.
Admirers noted after her death
Thursday at age 87 that she
became her husband's most
trusted adviser. But she still
abandoned many of her personal goals for the sake of his
ministry.
As women have gained independence in society at large,
awareness about what pastors'
wives provide the church also
has grown Seminanes has-

started support and educational programs for the spouses.
Web sites and chat rooms for
such women have sprung up
around the Internet.
"I've basically been doing
anything I've wanted to," said
Kay Warren, wife of pastor

Rick Warren, who wrote the
phenomenally best-selling book
"The Purpose Driven Life.'*
and founded the Saddleback
Church in California. "It's really allowed me to specialize

•See Page 10A

Scott's Grove
Baptist
Church

Galilee By-The-Sea immerses learners of all ages in
Bible-times culture, helping kids explore what it might
have been like to live when Jesus did. Families will

• Experience new
traditions
• Taste new foods
• Try new arts and crafts
projects
...and discover that
God sent his most
precious gift 0 his own
Son 0 to save us.
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LOCATION:

Coldwater United Methodist Church

VACATION 1318LE
SCHOOL

ADVENTURE WILL LAST:
June 25th - June 27th

June 25th - 29th
6- 8:30 pm Each Night

GATHERING BEGINS AT: 6:30 p.m.
VILLAGE GATES CLOSE AT: 9:00 p.m.

Ages: 1 year old to 6th Grade
For information or transportation call
Bro. John Denham 759-0140
.-kkv 641 moot,• Murr/t,

For more information call Amanda Tipton at 435-4486
Presented by Coldwater and Lynn Grove United Methodist Churches

WORSHIP
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Is praying about weather right? A new way of playing football coming
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
to Marshall and Calloway counties
Question: Sometimes we with wrong motives, that you come to understand them.
10A • Friday, June 22, 2007

hear people praying it will
not rain so their planned
outdoor activities will not
he hindered. At the same
time, farmers are praying
for rain so their crops will
not (ail. W had would Jesus
say about this? Should we
pras for is certain kind of
weather?
Answer: A primary function of prayer is to seek the
will of God; thus, to pray
for something is no guarantee we will always get what
we want. Jesus taught us to
pray: "Your will be done on
earth as ir is in heaven"
03forthew 6:10). I've lived
long enough to be glad God
has not answered every
prayer according to my
request. Our vision IS limitd, his is unlimited.
Therefore, what sometimes
seems hest for me can have
a negative effect upon others My prayer for sunny
weather if answered might
deny much needed rain on
my neighbor's cornfield. This
is one reason prayer should
not be used as a magic
Wand to satisfy our personal
pleasures. The Bible says:
"When you ask, you do not
receive. because you ask

may spend what you get on
your pleasures" (James 4:3
WV). While we may. think
we know best when it
should or should not rain or
and how much it should
rain, we Arc fortunate that
God has not left it in
human hands to determine
these things.
Jesus also made it clear
that when it comes to
weather the Father does not
give preference to one person over another. Jesus said
that the Father "causes his
sun to rise on the evil and
the good, and sends rain on
the righteous and the
unrighteous" (Matthew 5:45).
When God created our
world, he set in motion laws
of nature that are intended
to function most of the time
with the dependability science has been able to discover. The dependability of
these natural laws can teach
us something about the
Divine nature of the creator
(Rorrums 120). As his wisdom sees fit, he may providentially set a law of nature
aside occasionally to heal or
to answer a prayer; but most
of the time he allows these
laws to function as we have

We may not always be able
to explain why God allows
droughts or floods, for the
atmospheric conditions that
influence our weather are
beyond human capacity to
fully comprehend, must less
harness. Therefore, we trust
the creator to manage our
universe in ways that are
best for all his creation. We
do not look toward our Lord
with accusing eyes just
because we do not understand.
Since the Lord is in
charge of the weather and of
answering our prayers, we
need to join our praises with
that of the Psalmist who
said: "Great is our Lord and
mighty in power; his understanding has no limit. . . .
Sing to the LORD with
thanksgiving . . .
He covers the sky with
clouds; he supplies the earth
with rain and makes grass
grow on the hills" (Psalm
147:1-8 NIV). Keep praying
about the weather, but trust
the Lord to see that our true
needs are met at the right
time and in the right way.
Send questions or comment.)

Annette Nimmo is a sports
fanatic. She especially loves
watching Murray Suite basketball. That's why she jumped
at the opportunity to get
involved in the Upward Sports
program. Nimmo is now codirector of Marshall County
Upward.
Marshall County Upward has
seen great success with its basketball and cheerleading the
Last tw:, years. Now, Nimmo
and other commissioners are
learning a new sport—flag football.
"Football is a sport that many
more children want to play,
but are too young or not interested in the contact of tackle
football,"
Nimmo
said.
"Upward Flag Football and
Upward Cheerleading offer a
break from the norm."
Now kids in Marshall and
Calloway Counties have the
opportunity to get involved in
Upward Flag Football and
Cheerleading. It's sponsored
by First Baptist and First Missionary Baptist of Benton and

Voices of praise will fill the
air at The Murray Bank Gospel
Explosion, an increasingly popular part freedom Fest event
that is held at Central Park.
Gospel Explosion will take
place at the Central Park
Amphitheatre, July I at 7:30
p.m. with two soulful group
performing: Echoes from Calvary and The Smith Family Trio.
The opening act, Echoes
ftom Calvary, is a trio based
out of Golconda. performing
since 1970. The trio is made
up of David McGan, Sharon
Thomas. and Twila Staton.
Echoes Irons Calvary formed
with purpose of 'Spreading the
Gospel of Jesus Christ through
song
Closing the evening of inspirational music is the Smith Family Trio Phil and Teresa Smith.
along K ith their son Jeremy,
have been performing together tor tour years. The Smith's
pertiprm songs written by Phil

The Smith Family
as well as songs by their heroes
The Hinson% and The Rambos.
Currently, the Smith's ha% e a
single on the radio titled
"Tearstains."
Prior
to
''rearstains,"
the
Smith's
released a popular song called
"Riding on Glory Road."
The Smith Family lrio has
performed on TCT, the Jimmy
Snow show and several othet

networks. The Smith's also
sang an one of the showcases
at the National Quartet Convention after signing with New
City Talent in March of 2006.
If you have any questions
about Gospel Explosion or any
other Freedom Feat event,
please call the Murray Tourism
Commission at 759-2199.

First Baptist Church - Murray, KY

I BELIEVE IN

AMERICA
I

Pin ri oi

FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM
Monday, July 2, 2007
7.00 PM
To be presented at Lovett Auditorium on the
campus of Murray State University

(Please t011ow the numbered steps to place your I RELIEVE IN AMERICA
free ticket request.)
I. Name
Phone
City

State

Zip

2 NUMBER of tickets requested (limit 10 per family please)

1. INCLUDE A SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE.
II this envelope is not enclosed, then the tickets cannot be mailed.

Mail ticket request form to:

I Believe in America 2007
First Baptist Church
203 South Fourth Street
Murray, KY 42071

Reservation requests will be filled in the order
in which they are received.
Tickets may be ordered BY MAIL ONLY.
No telephone orders can be accepted.
It there are problems in receiving tickets, please call 270-753-1854
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. after Sunday, June 24, 2007

Please order only those tickets which you require
that others may hazy the joy ofattending. Thanks!

fenville on July 12 from 5-8
p.m. During this time, officials with Marshall County
Upward will be available to
answer questions and register
kids for flag football or cheerleading.
Marshall County Upward
Flag Football and Cheerleading is open to children in
grades kindergarten through 6th
grade. The registration fee is
$50. Games will be played
at the Grandstand Fields at
Lovett Park in Benton starting
in September. For registration
information, parents can call
Annette Nirrtmo at 703-3554
or Kent Rudd at 527-1064.
For Nimmo and other commissioners, this is an exciting
opportunity for the kids of
Marshall and Calloway Counties.
"Once you're involved in
Upward Sports, you'll never
look at sports the same way,"
Nlmmo said. "Whether it's
basketball, flag football, or
cheerleading every child is a
winner with Upward."

For me, I'm focused on calling the church to the fight
against HIV."
At Lakewood Church, the
massive Houston congregation
that draws 38,000 people for
weekly worship, leader Joel
Osteen and his wife, Victoria,
are both listed as the pastors.
Lois Evans, wife of evangelist and radio preacher Tony
Evans, has her Own ministry
dedicated to pastors' wives and
has organized a "First Lady
Conference" every year for
nearly a decade. The meetings
offer training and a chance for
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Gospel Explosion returns to Freedom Fest

Olive Baptist neilf Hardin.
Practices will begin the end
of August, but parents can register right now.
"We're expecting great
things from Upward Flag Football and Cheerleading," Nimmo
said. "Folks are excited to be
a part this new sports program."
The primary goal of Upward
as to develop the winner in every
child, not just a few. By keeping this goal in mind, you are
able to build a league that promotes salvation, character, and
self-esteem for all who participate.
Upward's mission is to introduce children to Jesus Christ
by creating opportunities to
serve through sports. With
this mission in mind, Upward
has been blessed with tremendous growth over the last ten
years. This growth has taken
Upward to almost every state
and over forty countries.
Parents interested in registering their child can find out
more at Mr. Gatti's in Draf-

networking.
"Thirty-one years ago, when
I started as a pastor's wife. I
was looking for a venue for
the support I needed," said
Evans, who is a senior vice president of her husband's organization, handling the business
side of his work. "I was running around the country with
Tony its he was ministered to
at pastors' conferences, and for
us, there were just tea parties."
Ruth Graham faced all these
challenges and more as her
husband's fame grew.
He was on the road for
months at a time, leaving her

to raise their five children.
Their daughter Anne Graham
Lotz said Thursday that her
mother was effectively "a single parent."
But she understood the
importance of his preaching
and "saw it as a calling herself," said Robert Coleman, who
knew and worked with the Grahams, and once ran the Billy
Graham Center Institute of
Evangelism at Wheaton College in Illinois, where the Grahams met.
Ruth Graham read constantly, trying to learn as much as
possible about events in the
church and the world.
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A
at 9:30 and 10:15 a.m. and
7:30 p.m. on Sunday.
A fellowship meal will be
served at noon on Sunday. The
public is invited.

liatiskilUnitadr
Methodist Church to
honor pastor
Bethel United Methodist
Church will have a special
singing on Sunday at 6 p.m.
at the church, located on Bethel
Road.
A fellowship meal will be
served after the singing in honor
of the new church pastor, Rev.
Jason Jones.
The public is invited to
attend.

Memorial Baptists
will have Bible
School

Photo provided
GOSPEL SINGING: The Sobers, Don and Rhonda, of Spring
Grove, Va., a full-time husband and wife music ministry, will
present a concert of gospel music at Kirissey Baptist Church
on Saturday at 7 p.m. Don is a former member of the United
States Army Band playing the trumpet and singer, and
Rhonda is a pianist and vocalist. The public is invited.

"Game Day Central" as the
tole of the Vacation Bible
School to be held at Memorial Baptist Church, 10th and
Main Streets, Murray. starting
Monday and continuing through
Friday.
This will be for children.
ages 4 and up. from 6 to 8:30
each evening with a light supper provided. All children are
invited.

Way's Game Day Central" for
ages through the sixth grade.
Featured will be Bible stones,
crafts, music, snacks, games and
more.
For information or transportation call 753-7599.

Vacation Bible
School scheduled at
Grace

Bell City Baptist
Church plans Bible
School

Grace Baptist Church will
have a Vacation Bible School
starting Monday and continuing through Friday from 6 to
8:30 p.m. at the church, located on South Ninth Street, Murray.
The theme will he "life

Bell City Bapttja Church
will host a Vacation Bible
School beginning Sunday and
continuing through Thursday.
This will be from 6:30 to
8:30 each evening for boys
and girls through the sixth
grade.

Dr. William Dodson, pastor.
invites all boys and girls of
the entire community to attend
the school.

Palestine UMC
homecoming on
Sunday
Palestine United Methodist
Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday with
Bro. Forrest Carver, church pastor. as speaker at the II a.m.
service.
Gospel singing will follow
the potluck meal. The featured
group will be For Heaven's
Sake.

COMICS / FEATURES
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of James
Lindsey of Almo Heights sitting
on a 90-year-old tree broken by
last weekend's violent storm The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Winners of the Couples Fishing Tournament held by the Murray Bass Cub were Janie and Eric
Benson. first and big bass, Diana
and Terry Tatlock, second, and
Edwina and Dwayne Bucy, third.
Births reported include a boy
to Melissa and Chris Gunn, a girl
to Kimberly and Timothy Barren,
a boy to April and Stanley Henley and a boy to Leslie and Dale
Owens, June 20.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of the
Calloway County High School
Speech Team and Coach Larry England that competed in the National Forsenic League Tournament at
Cincinnati, Ohio. CCHS placed
11th out of 467 schools competing. Tim Black won first in Extraneous Speaking and Debbie Mott
in poetry interpretation.
Rev. Susan J. Allsop is the
new minister of Goshen and Lynn
Grove United Methodist Churches.
Births reported include a boy
to Sherry and Stephen Moseley,
June 19; a girl to Lisa and Randall Crass, June 20.
30 years ago
A total of 1,1% undergraduate
students at Murray State University received recognition on the
dean's list for high scholarship
during the 1977 spring semester,
according to the release by the
university.
Births reported include a boy
tO Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Bucy,
June 17, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth D. Mohler and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hale,
June 19.

Murray American Legion Team
woo 17-1 over Fort Campbell in
a baseball game. Tommy Chavis
was pitcher for Murray.
40 years ago
Rain and wane wind hit the Murray and Calloway County area when
2.3 inches of rain was recorded
June 21 by John Ed Scott, official government weather observer
for Murray. He said 1 1/2 inches fell in the period from 8:30 to
9:30 p.m. with the other rain coming at intervals throughout the
night.
Twenty-six persons were fined
in the City Court of City Judge
William H. (Jake) Dunn during
the past week.
Shirley Diane Lyons and Walter Evans Blackburn Jr. were married June 9 at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
50 years ago
A.B. Crass, son of Mr. and
Mall11Ce F. Crass Sr of Murray, has completed 14 weeks of
a 26-week course for an electric
technician with the United States
Navy at San Diego, Calif.
LC/111111 Ross and Dan McCuiston of Calloway County 4-H Club
attended the annual 4-H Resource
Development Conference held at
Fontana Village, N.C.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Futrell and a girl
to Mr and Mrs. Charles J. West.
60 years ago
Murray City Council has voted
to install parking meters around
the courtquare in downtown Murray.
Robert J Moser, Walter Lee
Shackelford and Ted W. Thompson, all of Calloway County, have
joined the United States Army and
were sworn in at Fort Knox.
Rama Sue Morris and Ralph
D. Darnell were married June 21
at Hazel Baptist Church.

TodayInHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, June 22, the
173rd day of 2007. There are 192
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 22, 1945, the World
War II battle for Okinawa ended
with an Allied victory; some 13,000
Americans and 90,000 Japanese
soldiers, plus 130,000 civilians,
were killed in the nearly threemonth campaign.
On this date:
In 1807, a British frigate, the

HMS Leopard, attacked and boarded the American ship USS Chesapeake off the Virginia coast in
search of Royal Navy deserters.
In 1870, the U.S. Department
of Justice was created.
In 1937, Joe Louis began his
reign as world heavyweight boxing champion by knocking out
Jim Braddock in the eighth round
of their fight in Chicago.
In 1938, Joe Louis knocked
out Max Schmeling in the first
round of their rematch at Yankee
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Clot will clear
in time

Office wardrobe inspection is
too close for worker's comfort
DEAR ABBY: One of my
female co-workers regularly
scrutinizes the wardrobe and
accessones of all the other coworkers, male and female. Her
scrutiny is so detailed that she
notices the littlest thing -- even
a change in nail polish color,
or the buttons on 3
jacket.
Every
she
time
WS some
new clothing or jewshe
elry,
moves in for
closer look
Dear Abby aand
often
touches the
By Abigail
Her
item.
Van Buren
comments
are not casual, but very detailed.
I feel like I am in the army
and going through uniform
inspection and that she is constantly judging everyone.
Another co-worker has commented to me about this in a
joking way, but I suspect she
resents it, too. I want to say
something to the offending coworker so that she will stop
examining me from head to
toe every day. On the other
hand, it's a small office and I
want to maintain harmony. Any
ideas? -- UNDER A MICROSCOPE IN FLORIDA
DEAR UNDER A MICROSCOPE: It would not be unharmonious to tell this co-worker that her comments and touching are making you uncomfortable, and to please stop.

Once you have done that, you
have put her on notice. If she
continues aftei that, then it's
time to say something to your
boss -- because this person's
behavior could be considered
a form of harassment.

has been. I am sure, treated
appropriately, so I suggest that
you have a repeat ultrasound
test to see whether the clot has
disappeared. Then, based on this
finding, your oncologist can
advise you further.
To give you related informaNovember tion. I am sending you a copy
2005, I went of my Health Report "Blood —
to the hospi- Donations and Disorders." Other
tal for a readers who would like a copy
colectomy. should send a long, selfOvarian can- addressed, stamped envelope and
cer was also $2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167,
found at that Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
time. I spent to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GCYIT: Six years
longer than
anticipated in ago, I had what they called a
Dr. Gott the hospital, seizure. About a half hour after
13 days. I I had gone to bed, my wife
By
met with my heard me moaning. She came into
Dr. Peter Gott surgeon in the room and tried to awaken
December me but was unable to do so.
2005 as a follow-up. I had a She called for help, and by the
list of questions for him, one time it arrived, I was conscious
being the terrible ache deep in but confused. They took me to
my left leg. I had a blood clot, the hospital and determined I
a DVT, from the ankle to the had had a seizure. I was not
top of the thigh. I went on incontinent, did not flounce
Coumadin. In January 2006, I about; however, I had bitten my
started chemo treatments, and tongue. I stayed in the hospital
my oncologist watched the overnight and was put on Dilandosage until it leveled off to tin, 100 milligrams three times
what I now take each day, 10 a day. After a year, it was
reduced to two pills a day. When
milligrams.
I go once a week to a licensed my doctor retired, my new docmassage therapist. I have com- tor reduced me to one pill a
pression hose, which I wear if day. After recent blood tests, he
I am going to be on my feet suggested I discontinue the Dilanfor a long time. I try to exer- tin entirely. I know of people
cise by walking with my hus- who have had seizures after disband or walking on the tread- continuing Dilantin, and I am
mill, but not every day. I am fearful of that happening. I would
doing well on my chemo, every appreciate your opinion.
DEAR READER: I assume
three weeks. My CA 125 was
down to 38 in August. I feel that you have been under the
very positive about how I am care of a neurologist. If not,
being cared for. My question is, you need to see such a specialwill the DVT ever go away, ist to discover why you had a
seizure, if such a seizure is likeever dissipate?
DEAR READER: Your body ly to affect you in the future
will eventually dissolve the clot, and how long you must take
but the process may take months. Dilantin. There are important
The Coumadin prevents new clot issues that require a specialist's
formation. Your ovarian cancer input.

DEAR DR. G017: I read
your column in our newspaper,
and I continue to be amazed at
how you are so good to answer
your readers' questions. I learn
something from you each time.
Now. I am asking for your help.

DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating a man for about six
months. We are both in our
40s and have grown children.
Things were becoming serious
until about a month ago, when
he said he had some personal problems that I wouldn't
understand.'
Well, yesterday he finally
told me what the problem is.
Apparently he likes to dress
and act like a woman sometimes. He says he does it to
'release tension." Some of what
he told me seems petty -- he
likes women's hygiene products. But I don't understand why
he would find release by dressing as a woman because we
have an active sex life.
He said he has been to
counseling many times, and it
hasn't helped. I really like him,
but I'm not sure if I can handle the whole dressing-like-awoman thing. What would you
do if you were in my situation? -- TOTALLY CONFUSED IN IDAHO
DEAR TOTALLY CONFUSED: If I really cared about
him, I think I'd ask to spend
some time with his "other self."
Then I'd make up my mind
about whether or not I could
accept the situation. Many
cross-dressers are happily married and have perfectly normal marriages except for this
one "quirk.' (And let's face it
Stadium.
-- is anyone completely quirkIn 1940, during World War II, free?)
•••
Adolf Hitler gained a stunning
victory as France was forced to
DEAR ABBY: I am drivsign an armistice eight days after
en nuts by know-it-alls who
German forces overran Paris.
like to correct others. Most
Roosevelt
In 1944, President
often, the detail is small and
signed the Servicemen's Readjustsuperfluous. Why do people
ment Act of 1944, more popularly known as the "GI Bill of do this? Is it a matter of control?
Rights."
In 1969, singer-actress Judy
I am close to a couple of
Garland died in London at age
people who correct me in pub47.
lic on a regular basis. Hey,
I'm flawed and I know it -obviously they are perfect. How
does one deal with those who
constantly correct others? -CANT TAKE IT ANYMORE
DEAR CAN'T TAKE IT:
People who feel compelled to
correct others are practicing a
form of one-upmanship. It can
also be a reflection of their
own social insecurity. The way
to deal with it is to first point
Out to them that correcting
others in public is rude, and
if they continue, to avoid them
whenever possible.

L.CIISI COI1E4E)
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

ContractBridge
You have the following hand:
•A9 It KI082•K74 rlsAJ63
I. Your partner bids One Spade,
you respond Two Notrump, and partner bids Three Spades. What would
you bid now?
2. Your partner bids One Spade,
you respond Two Notrtunp, and partner bids Three Hearts. What would
you bid now.'
3. Veer partner bids One Spade,
you respond Two Notrump, and your
partner bids Three Diamonds. What
would you hid now'?
4. Your partner bids One Diamond, you respond One Heart, and
partner bids Two Notrurnp. What
would you bid now?
•••
I. Four spades. Partner does not
sound keen about notnunp, and there
is no good reason to override him by
insisting on notrump. He is almost
sure to have a six-card spade suit,
which makes the A-9 adequate support, and he is also likely to have a
singleton or small doubleton in one
of the side suits, which makes
notrump play risky.
It is true that your 4-4-3-2 distnbution with at least one stopper in each
side suit strongly suggests notrump
play, but you can't turn a deaf ear to
partner's indicated preference for
suit play.
2. Four clubs. The possibility of a
slam suddenly looms on the horizon,
and the hest way of announcing this
development is by bidding four

clubs. This does not mean you just
found a club suit you previously
overlooked; it merely implies a heart
first-round control of clubs and a
potential slam if partner has the right
hand.
Partner may have any one of the
following hands and go on to a slam
in hearts if you make the encouraging cuebid of four clubs:
•10742 AQ953•A8•10
•KQ872•Q1964•—•KQ2
•Q11062 V AQ73•AS 4' K7
3. Three notrump. This hand is
better adapted to notrump play than
suit play, considering partner's first
two bids, and the best way of
expressing this view is by insisting
on notrump. Partner is not, of course,
required to go along with your suggestion if he feels he has not yet fully
described his hand, such as when be
holds a highly distributional hand
(six spades and five diamonds, for
example).
4. Six notrump. Partner should
have 18 or 19 high-card points to
rebid two notrump, since your heart
response might have been based on
only six points. Partner is asking you
to continue bidding if you have any
more than that.
Since partner cbuld not have
known that you had 15 points when
he leaped to two notrump, you arc
entitled to raise him to six on the
assumption that the combined hands
contain at least 33 points — the
magic number needed for slam.
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Well,gang,this Personally,I would
gone to
has been a great rather havebeen
eaten
and
Africa
week at camp, by an'elephant.
right?
1
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-
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I Robust energy
4 Walks softly
8 Rocket pail
12 First-rate
13 Copal (hyph )
14 Silica mineral
15 Infenor,
as ore (hyph )
- cost your
17'
18 FoNow upon
19 Bookie's figures
21 Lo- - graob•cs
23 Neighbor of
Turkey
27 Suitor
30 Wine or hartxx
33 Subpect tor
Keats
34 Night flyers
35 Ex-coach
- Parseghian
36 Pretty soon
37 Get the mesflor
38 Layover
39 Trait carrier
40 Sweet liqueur

42 Hot beverage
44 Fermi spirt it
47 Cries
of surprise
51 Iota
54 Protect
as a document
58 Manhattan river
57 HO spirits
58 Max - Sydow
59 Pocket Jingler
80 Wade through
61 Come
to a conclusion
DOWN
1 Singer Jerry Click-on item
3 Gulls cries
4 Make baby
food
5 Caught yal
6 Extinct bird
7 Outbuilding
8 Deafening
9 Choose
in Folk song mule
it Archrtect s wing
2
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25 Dietary need
26 Writer - Rice
27 Juicy pear
28 Washstand
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29 Helm position
31 Pizarro s guest
32 Engrossed
36 A second time
38 Fix the table
41 Dull finish
43 Watchino
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SECTION B

Kentucky State Championships on line this weekend
12-UNDER,
13-UNDER
DIVISIONS
COMPETING
IN MURRAY

Staff Report
The
State
Kentucky
Championships are on the hoe
throughout the Commonwealth
this weekend, as youth baseball
teams sanctioned by the United
States
Specialty
Sports
Association (USSSA) seek state
titles and points to move up in
national rankings for upcoming
World Series events around the

country
In a move spurred by the state's

broad
east-west geography,
Kentucky USSSA is offering East
and West divisions in all age
groups for the first time this year.
The geographic split has proved
successful in most instances,
attracting a larger number of
teams overall as families have the
opportunity to play closer to their

home bases.
State tournaments are also
being played in Campbellsville,
Louisville, Glasgow and northern
Kentucky. West Kentucky will
host four divisions of the U-Trip
title tournaments this weekend,
with the 12-under and 13-under
divisions competing in Murray.
The 8-under and 9-under divisions will be playing at Mike

Miller Park in Draffenville. The 8under machine pitch division will
settle the matter tonight, when the
Murray Bucs and the West
Kentucky Outlaws tangle in a
best-of-three series.
These two clubs have proven to
be the top two clubs in this region.
Other teams in the region bowed
out of trying to knock them off.
The first game of this competitive

senes begins at 6 o'clock
The two 8-under teams have
elected to ''play-up and join their
9-under counterparts in that age
division when plp begins on
Saturday morning, also at Miller
Park. The Murray Heat will also
be in the 9-under division, along
with the West Kentucky Outlaws,
the West Kentucky Warnors, the
•See KSC,28

MURRAY STATE ROUNDUP

GONE CAMPIN'

Head
heads to
MTSU
ALVAREZ RECOGNIZED
FOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
By MSU Media Relations
Former Lady Racer Khadija Head was
named as a women's basketball assistant
coach at Middle Tennessee State University,
according to a release issued by the school.
Head was tapped by second-year head
coach Rick Insell.
A Murray State player from 1999 to
2003, Head went to MTSU from Arkansas.
where she served as the director of basketball operations and as an assistant coach
under head coach Susie Gardner from 2005
to 2007.
Prior to that, she spent a year as a marketing and tournament intern with the Georgia
State Soccer Association in her hometown of
Atlanta, assisting with the logistics of one of
the largest and most prestigious youth soccer
tournaments in the nation, the Atlanta Cup.
She also worked at the Women's
Basketball Coaches Association office in
Lilbum, Ga., in 2005,conducting and organizing the 2005 WBCA All-American Game.
She also oversaw the management and distribution of Nike apparel for staff members,
volunteers and participants.
Head earned her master's degree in 2004
. while serving as an assistant coach on the
staff at Slippery Rock University.
See HEAD, 28
MICHAEL DANN I Ledger & Tomes

All-State
awards given
to Adams,
Glynn

(Top) Madelyn Hook, 7, of Louisville follows
through with an assist from Murray State
University senior soccer player Jen Palos
Thursday during the Lady Racer soccer
camp at Cutchin Field. (Right) Ann Taylor, 8,
of Murray gets some instruction from Murray
State University tennis player Lynsey
Bochenek during the Mel Purcell Power
Tennis Camp at the MSU tennis courts.

STARKS BUTTS NAMED
HONORABLE MENTION
Staff Report
Two local track and field athletes have
neen awarded First Team All-State honors
from the Kentucky Track and Cross Country
Coaches Association.
Calloway County's Rachel Adams. who is
the two-time defending Class 3A state high
jump champion, and Murray High's
Catherine Claywell, who claimed the Class A
high jump title earlier this month, both
earned first-team status by the KTCCCA.
Also honored by the association was
Murray's Tyler Glynn, who received secondteam recognition in the 100 meters.
More State Honors: Two Calloway
County High School student-athletes have
been awarded all-state honorable mention
status in baseball and softball, respectively.
Colby Starks, a catcher for the Laker
baseball team, and Sam Butts, the Lady
Lakers' starting shortstop in 2007, were
named all-state selections by Kentucky
coaches.
Starks was named as an honorable mention selection — recently chosen by the
Kentucky High School Baseball Coaches
Association — after helping guide Calloway
to a 25-9 finish in 200'7.
He joins four other First Region players in
being named to the squad. That group also
includes Graves County left-hander 1},ler
Hall. Hickman County catcher Steven Bayko
and Heath teammates Daniel Webb, a pitcher
and first baseman, and Chad Wnght, an outfielder.
Selected to the first-team all-state squad
as St. Mary shortstop lohnathan Roof, who
to a Michigan State signer and was a 39thastmd pick by the Boston Red Sox in the
amateur draft earlier this month.
: In softball. Butts was an all-state honorSole mention pick after helping lead the Lady
%Aker.; to a 17-19 finish in the spring. which
!winded a trip to the semifinal round of the
First Region Tournament at Reidland.
Butts, who was also nominated to the
Kentucky East-West All-Star team, was also
selected to the All-Academic first team,
along with teammate Meagan Starts. The
honor is given only to juniors and seniors.

ISOCHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Katie Tindell, 14. of Murray
takes a swing during the Oaks
Country Club Junior Golf Camp
Thursday
ANI1111111110111111111111k
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Hoosier All-Stars go for sweep
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) Indiana
All-Star
Sydney
Stnallbone knows her rivalry

Gray, who will play next season
at North Carolina, finished with
20 points in the loss.

with Kentucky All-Star Rebecca
Gray is just beginning
Smalltxme, who signed to

isr CIII12112

The Indiana boys also would
like to keep their streak alive.
Heading into Saturday's game,

at

"It's fun to guard her and
watch how she plays," said
Smallbone, a former star at
South
Bend
St.
Joseph's.

ing his team complete the sweep
of Kentucky. He knows it could
be a challenge to motivate his
players after the lopsided victory in the first game. Indiana
leads the all-time series against
Kentucky 35-28.

Tennessee, helped lead Indiana
to A 104-80 victory over Gray
and her Kentucky teammates

"Hopefully, I can pick up some
of her tendencies for later on
down the road."

Indiana has won the past six
meetings against Kentucky.
Indiana

last week in the opening game of
the annual series between the
top lemurs from the neighboring

"As a coach, you always fear
that your team could get too
relaxed, especially when you

&mid!bone anticipates that a
friendly rivalry with Gray could
develop at the collegiate level

beat somebody by 24 points,"
Pringle said. "I'm confident our

states.

- and it should come on a big
stage as Tennessee and North

though."

Carolina are two of the top
women's programs.

Phillips,

play

up

college

basketball

This year's matchups wind
at Conseco Ficlahouse on

Saturday, with the girls game at
s p.m. and the boys game about
7.30 The Indiana boys won 9779 last week
In

the

girls'

victory,

Smallbotse had a team-high 23
points to give !whims its fourth
consecutive win Over

"I'm trying to stay focused
on this Indiana team and not
look too far ahead." Smallborse

Kentucky.

said. "but I'm sure I'll
again."

see

her

In last

All-Star

the
state's
Miss
Basketball from Indianapolis
Brebeuf, said the entire team is
ready to extend the girls win

headed

Clemens denied win
No. 350 as Rockies sweep

baseball commissioner Bud
Selig's deadline Thursday to
cooperate with the steroids
investigator.
Giambi, who for the first
time publicly admitted he had a
"personal
history
regarding
steroids," will become the first
active player known to speak
with the former Senate majonty
leader. No date was set for their

Instead, he lost for the second straight time. He
gave up solo homers to Garrett Atkins, his eighth,
and Troy Tulowitzki, his fourth, to erase
the
Yankees' 2-0 lead in the second. Tulowitzka's shot
co left-center traveled an estimated 445 feet.
l'orre said Clemens got gassed because of a

session.
The New York Yankees star
announced his decision after he
spoke on the phone with Selig.
Lawyers for the players' union
Major League 'Baseball

combination of the 93-degree weather and the
high altitude

and

"1 was taking deep breaths on the mound. My
mouth got dry a couple tunes." Clemens said.

DAVID ZALUBOWSK1/ AP
Roger Clemens makes a pickoff throw
to
keep Colorado's Willy Taverns close to first
base in the third inning of the Rockies 4-3
vic-

the more difficult part. Heal or cold is
not a big deal. The one inning a storm blew in
and
the wind hanged direction. "The wind hit my chest
was

and caused me to throw the ball out of the zone.
But I made the adjustment Then, the wind started
to blow straight out."
Five years ago. the Yankees scored a record 41

tory

in

an

interleague

baseball

game

in

Denver on Thursday.

itaagers 6,Cuba S
Pinch-hitters

Kenny

Lofton

and

Frank

reached a written agreement that
set rules for the meeting.
The former American League
MVP said he wouldn't implicate
other players and appeared to

-1 alone am responsible for
my actions and I apologize to
the commissioner, the owners

Catalanotto singled oft the gloves of diving C'ubs
outfielders in the bottom of the ninth inning, pro-

The humidor has taken full effect and so has
Colorado's retooled pitching staff. This time, the

ducing the winning run in the victory for host
Texas.

Rockies outscored New York 13-5. prompting
their fans to wave brooms as the dejected Bombers
swirled into their clubhouse after Thursday's
game

Lofton started the rally off Bob Howry 13-4i
with a leadoff pinch-hit single. a sinking liner to

in a statement.

left that Alfonso Soriano hauled in after a diving
attempt but couldn't hold onto when he hit the
ground.

Mitchell

leaguchest 20-7 %MCC May 22 and an impressive
9-3 against the Al. East.
In other Interleague action, it was Texas 6, the
Chicago Cutts 5. Baltimore 6, San Diego 3; the
(A)i Angeles Dodgers 8, Toronto 4. and Seattle 3,
Pittsburgh 0.
Holliday's RBI single with one out in the fifth
broke r 2-2 tie and chased the Rocket, who faded
to hold a 2-0 lead and allowed four earned runs
and ses en hits with one walk and six strikeouts.
"It all starts with the pitching." said Rockies
slugger Matt Holliday. who leads the majors with
107 hits "The Yankees are a great oftensise team
and for them to give up only five runs in three
games, on a *anti week" Three days of Warn
weather. The ball was playing pretty fair but it was
iumping pretty good. For them to give up five runs

is great.Rodngo Lopez 14-01 survived Hukki Matsui's
428-foot. two-run home nun into the ruck pile in
center field and lasted 5 2-3 innings against the
Yankees, who fell 10
games behind Boston in

in

the AL East

6.

Orioles
Psdres 3
Alberto Castillo hit his first home run in more
than two years. leading Erik Bedard and visiting
Baltimore to the win.

level

Dodgers & Blue Jays 4
Jeff Kent hit a two-run home run and Russell
Martin doubled to spark a six -run rally in the
eighth inning for visiting Los Angeles.
The Dodgers trailed 3-2 to begin the eighth
before mounting a one-out rally against right-hander Casey Janssen (2-1 ), who didn't retire any of
the six batters he faced, allowing six tuns and five
hits and a walk.
Rudy Scarier (4-I) got two outs for the victory.
The Dodgers' rally denied Toronto right-hander
Shaun Marcum his third straight victory. Marcum
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Hopkinsville

Angels and the

E'town Reds.
The first game among the 9s
begins on Saturday morning at
9. 30 at Miller Park.

competition and battle against
the 12-under teams in the divi-

Nose mad Garden *Ryer $9"

2,551

•KSC

Mariners 3. Pirates 0
Hernandez (4-4) allowed six hits in eight

more hrts for the
Manners to extend his hitting streak to 16 games,
the longest current sne in the majors. He has at
least one hit in 41 of his last 43 games

M SOUTHERN STATES
Rramds wow tewst.
”•••••• pvd

People you booty.
• •

•-

110 Fast SI( Amore Fitt. • Murray • Hrs: Moss.-Fri. 7 iun-4:30 pm • Sat. 7 am-12 pm

Thursday's GEMINI
Texas 6, Chicago Cubs 5
Thursday's Games
Colorado 4, N Y. Yankees 3
Texas 8. Chicago cute 5
Benetton 6, San Diego 3
Colorado 4. N Y Yankees 3
LA Dodgers 8, Toronto 4
tiairmoni 8. San Diego 3
Seattle 3, Pittsburgh 0
LA Dodgers 8, Toronto 4
Friday's Games
Seethe 3. Pittsburgh 0
Chicago Cube (Zambian° 7-6) at
Friday's Games
Chicago White Sox (Buehrle 4-3), 3.05
Chicago Cuba (Zambian° 74)at
pm
checatio White Sox (Bushrle 4-3), 305
Minnesota (Bonier 5-3) at Florida
pm
(Olsen 5-6), 6.05 p.m
Minnesota (Bonier 5-3) at Flood&
Cleveland (Cannons 8-2) at
(Olsen 5-6). 8 05 p m
Washington (Bowie 4-2). 605 pm
Clevelind (Carrnons 8-2) at
Colorado (Kish 3-6) at Toronto (Towers
Washington (Bowie 4-2), 6 05 p m
2-5). 607 p m
Colorado (Hirsh 3-6) at Toronto (Towers
Oakiand (DoNardo 2-3) at N V Mats
2-5). 8-07 pm
(Glavin, 5-5). 6 10 p m
Oaldand (DiNardo 2-3) at N Y Mats
L A Dodgers (Lowe 7-6) at Tampa Bay
(Glenne 5-5),6 10 p m
(Sonnanstne 1-1), 6- 10 pm
L A Dodgers(Lowe 7-6) at Tampa Bay
Detroit (Rogers 0-0) at Atlanta (Smottz
(Sonnensene 1-1). 6 10 p m
8-3). 6 35 p m
Detroit(Rogers 0-0) at Manta (Smonz
Kansas City (De La Rosa 4-8 Of
8-3), 816 pm
Bannister 4-3) at Milwaukee (Stevan 7Kansas City (De La Rosa 4-8 Of
7). 7-05 p m
132111115114, 4-3) 41 keiwatikes (Suppan 7.
Houston(W Williams 3-9) at Texas
7). 7.06 pm
(Meterood 3-6). 7 35 p m
Phiedelphis (Moyer 6-5) at Si Louis
Baltimore (D Cabrera 5-8) at Anzona
(Reyes 0-8). 7TO P
(Webb 7-4), 8 40 p m
Houston (W
3-9) at Texas
Boston (Idatsuzaka 8-5) at San Diego
(Mithiaxel 3-8), 7 35 p m
(asosus 6-3). 9-05 pm
Baltimore ID Cabrera 5-4- at Anzona
Cinennab (Haring 7-2) at Seattle
(Webb 7-4), 8 40 p m
(Bask 3-3), 9.05 p m
Boston (Matsuzake 8-5) at San Diego
Pittsburgh (Duke 3-6) at L A Angels
(.4addux 6-3). 905 p m
(Saunders 3-0), 905 p m
Cincinnati(Hwang 7-2) at Seattle
NY Yankees(Iowa 2-1) at San
(Beek 3-3) 9-05 pm
Francisco (Can 2-7), 9 15 p.m
Pittsburgh (Duke 3-6) al LA Angels
Saturday's Gomm
(Saunders 3-0) 9 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Hill 5-5) at Chicago
NY Yankees (lgawa 2.1) at San
While Sox (Vazquez 3-5). 12 05 p.m.
Francisco (Cain 2-7) 9 15 p m
Colorado (Cook 4.4) at Toronto
Saturday's Games
(Taubenneen 0-0). 12 07 p m
Chicago Cubs (Hill 5-5) at Chicago
Detroit (Verlander 8-2) at Atlanta
While Sox (Vazquez 3-5) 12 05 p m
(Devise 3-6). 2.55 p m
Colorado (Cook 4-4) at Toronto
NY Yankees(Wang 7-4) at San
(Taubenhetm 0-0), t207 p.m
Francisco(Moms 7-4) 2 55 pm
Philadelphia (Eaton 7-4) at St Louis
Houston (Oswalt 7-4 at Texas (Wright
(Warewncht 5-6). 12 10 p.m
0-1). 2:55 p.m
Detroit (Vsrianow 8-2) at Atlanta
Minnesota (Silva 4-8- at Florida
(amiss Its), 2.55 p.m
.
(3 rcipson o-o. 605 pm
is •
Winlwee(Wang 7-4) tel Son
,
Katie
maze
d=freesi 4-3) at
Fientileco(Mewls 7-4). 5756 P.m
44).6.05 p m
Houston (Oswalt 7-4) at Texas (Wrign1
Cleveland (Byrd 6-3) at Washington
0-1) 2 55 p m
(Chico 3-5). 6 05 p m
Minnesota (Silva 4-8) at Florida
Oakland (Blanton 7-4) at N V Mets
1.1Johnsco 0-1), 8 05 p.m
(0 Hernandez 3-3), 6 10 p m
Kansas Cey (Bannister 4-3) at
LA Dodgers (Won 8-5) at Tampa Bay
Milvisului• (Bush 4-8), 605 pm
(Kezmor 5-3). 6 10 p.m
Cieveland (Byrd 6-3) at Washington
Pittsburgh (Snell 6-4) at L A Angels
(Chico 3-5), 6-05 p m
(Escobar 8-3). 8-05 pm
Oakland (Stanton 7-4( at N Y Mets
Baltimore (Buries 3-2) at anions
i0 Hsinandsz 3-3). 8 10 P m
(L Hernandez 5-5). 8 4D p m
L A Dodgers (Won 8-5) at Tampa Bay
Boston (Wakefield 7-7) at San Diego
(Kum,5-3), 6 10 p m
(Young 6-3). 905 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Snell 8-4) at L A Angels
Cincinnati (Louse 3-9) at Seattle
/Escobar 8-3). 8 OS 0 tn(Washburn 5-6i 9 05 11 in
Baltimore (Burns 3-2) al Arizona
(L.Hemandez 5-5). 8.40 p m
Boston (Wakeheid 7.7) at San Diego
(Young 8-3). 906 p m
Cincinnati(Lone* 3-9) at Seattle
IVVashbum 5-13). 905 P

•Head
From

Locally, the Murray Bucs'
I I -under club has also elected to
step up from their normal age

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION
rrac)/sr

Jj

of
cooperation
into
account in determining appropriate further action," he said.

gase up two runs and two hits over six innings.
walking three and striking out one.

for the second straight game
Ichiro Suzuki had two

we Just hit a bad spot."

discipline if he didn't talk to
Mitchell.

manager Sam Perloz_zo on Monday and replaced
him with Dave Trembley on an interim basis

the first two months of the
was just hopefully a pothole this we just
didni like very much." Torre said "But I don't
think we have any doubts on what kind of team we

.ue right noss I think

"promptly." Following remarks
by Giambi that seemed to be an
admission of steroids use, the
commissioner had threatened

Selig again left open the possibdity of punishment.
"I will take Mr. Giambi's

innings in his best start since he returned from a
forearm injury and host Seattle shut out Pittsburgh

"this

Selig said the meeting with
will
take
place

The ()notes took two of three from the NL
West-leading Padres. The two wins Caine after a
nine-game losing streak by Baltimore, which fired

The Yankees are hoping this detour in Denver
doesn't portend another had stretch like they had

season.

and the players for any suggestion that they were responsible
for my behavior," Giambi said

sion played in Murray.
The Burs join the Murray
Jags to compete against the GC
Titans and the West Kentucky

American Lisegue Standings
All Thrum CDT
East Dtvision
W
L Pet 08
Boston
46 25 648
New Yon
35 36 50010 1/2
Toronto
34 37 479
12
Tampa Bay
31 39 44314 1/2
Etallimore
31 41 43115 12
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
42 29 592
-Detroit
42 29 592
Minnesota
36 34 514 51,2
Ch4ago
29 39 42611 1/2
Kangas City
29 44 397
14
West Division
W
L Pet GB
Angeles
Los'
46 27 630
Oakland
39 32 549
6
Seaga
37 32 536
7
Texas
28 44 38917 1/2

s.

backtrack on earlier remarks
that the sport owed fans a collective apology for the steroids era.

tunes on their first trip to Coors Field. But much
has changed since then.

The Yankees had won 14 of 17 coming into
town and never saw this thumping coming even
though the Rockies are playing well
a major

Kentucky to

NEW YORK (AP)- Jason
Giambi will meet with George
Mitchell, agreeing right before

Clemens (1-2) probably doesn't want to see
Coors Field again, either. He was trying to become
the first major leaguer to win 350 games since
Warren Spahn did it for Milwaukee on Sept.
29,
1963.

That

expect

Giambi
agrees to
meet with
Mitchell

By The Associated Press
The high altitude of Coors Field got to Roger
Clemens. Unfortunately for New York, the thin
air
didn't have its expected impact on the Yankees'
hats

"I don't want to see them again, how's that?"
manager Joe Torre said.

119004191 I4W,540,0'119s
AA 11/999 COT
Beet Million
L Pct GB
W
New Yotk
38 32.543
Merits
38 36 521 1 1/2
Philadelphia
37 35.514
2
Ronde
35 36 479 4P2
Washington
30 42 417
9
Central Divtiion
W
L Pct GB
1.4hveultser
41 3t569 Si Louie
32 37 484 71,2
Chicago
32 39 451 81/2
Houston
31 41 431
10
Pittsburgh
31 41 431
10
Coca-net,
28 45 38413 12
West Division
W
L Pet GB
San Diego
41 30 577
Arizona
42 31 575
Los Angeles
41 31 569 1/2
Colorado
38 3.4 528 3 1/2
San Francisco
30 41 423
11

Miller. "Since they're considered the underdog, I think it
could give them some extra
motivation."

to

t'lemens was denied his 350th win and the
Colorado Rockies completed a surprising threegame sweep of the Yankees with a 4-3 victory
Thursday

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Mr.

out and play a strong
game," said Indiana coach Mike

"We don't want to be the
the tradition down
and lose to Kentucky," said
who's

by

come

streak.

Phillips,

led

to Purdue.
"We

I
.

weekend's victory,
was

North Central. has signed with
Indiana University. Moore, of
East Chicago Central, is headed

Ta'Shia

ones to let

Indiana girls coach Larry
Pringle also is focused on help-

tr o t(

Basketball Eric Gordon's 32
points and E'1Nvaun Moore's 15
points and 10 rebounds. Gordon,
who played at Indianapolis

girls are taking it very senously,
Indiana

Haverstock Insurance Agency

Xavier. "We want to keep going
with the wins."
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Head was a 2003 cum laude
graduate with a degree in orga-

Alvarez, a redskin sophomore from Durango. Mexico,
has a cumulative grade point

nizational communications at
Murray State. earning a Black

in accounting.

average of 3.51 and is majoring

(.'oaches Assopiation post-graduate scholarship and an NCAA

She was one of just 58
women's tennis players selected

Ethnic

from all levels of the NCAA and
NAIA. The women's tennis

Minority Enhancement
post-graduate scholarship for
careers in athletics.
She was twice named to the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Commissioner's Honor Roll
and was a three-time honoree on
the MSU Dean's List.
Head still holds the Murray
State record for single-game
assists, handing out 14 at
Southeast Missouri State on

selections were split in four
teams with an honorable mention category. Alvarez was

selected to the second team.
In singles play this spring,
Alvarez posted a 5-3 record and
was 2-0 against conference
ffpponents. She was 1-0 in doubles matches. As a redshirt

Patriots. The 12u clubs begin
play at 9:15 Saturday morning at

Jan. 11.2001. She played in 111

freshman in 2006. Alvarez went
7-3 in OVC singles matches and

Central Park.

career garnes

6-4

The 13-under field features
seven clubs, including several
Murray players on the West
Kentucky
Hurricanes.
The
Canes will be joined by the
Paducah Storm. West Kentucky
Tribe.

Kentucky

Cobras,

Hoptown Tigers, West Kentucky
Longhorns and Boonville Stars.
The I3s start play at 10:30 on
Saturday at the Central Park

fields
All of the dis loons will have
two pool play to determine seeding for Saturday night's firstround elimination games
The
championships he settled on
Sunday. with semifinals scheduled to start at noon and title
games to follow.
The tournament is open to the
public
No gate fee is being
charged For a complete schedule

of

game

USSSA

times

Kentucky

Championships.

for

the
West
visit

www.teamworkevents.com on
the Internet

OIL

at Murray State,
tying for fourth the the Lady
Racer all-time list.
"It's

great,"

Head

said.

"Middle has a real family environment, and the athletics
department is very supportive
of all of its sports, women's basketball in particular. I'm really
glad to

be a part of it."

tofTSU advanced to the secround of the
NCAA
Tournament last season. falling
73-59 to Manst at Palo Alto,

in

conference

doubles

matches.
Alvarez was the only Ohio
Conference women's.

Valley

tennis player selected

as an
Arthur Mlle. Jr. Sports Scholar.

Ustoly MIN
Ilass Mt*Imo/pp

ond

Calif. Manst then fell to eventual champion Tennessee. The
Lady

Raiders

went 30-4 last
year, falling only. to Maryland,

Tennessee, Manst and South
Dakota State_

Alvarez

Honored:

Racer tennis

player

Lady

Adnana

Alvarez was recently recognized for her academic and athletic accomplishments when she

was selected

as a 2007 Arthur
Ashe, Jr. Sports Scholar by
Diverse-. !Met In
Higher
Education magazine

TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RAMO
II pais
ESPN2 - „Junior neddieweighls. Julio
Omer Gras (40-2-0) vs Troy
Broftwing (19-0-1) et Miami
GOLF
1 pros
ESPt42 - Weginaris LPGA. second
rou)d. at Pelelord NV
MUM LEAGUE SASESALL
3 pAs
WON - Chicago Cube at Chicago
White Sos
T1SACK & mu)
7 pin.
ESPN2 - U S Outdoor
Cheintionstips
Indenspolls

Mi
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or
or stop by our office at 1001 Mandl Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. * Pax:
Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

wood

STEVENA)\tER

753-1751

Murray Career Center To Be
Temporarily Closed for Move
The Murray Career Discovery Center on U.S. 641
North will be closed from Monday. June 25th to
Friday, June 29th and will re-open at its NEW location at 208 South 5th Street old Murray Mtuticipal
l'ubues budding, on Monday. July 2nd.
During the last week of June, services normally provided at the Murray Career Center by the Office of
Employment and Training, Veterana' Representative.
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation. arid Workforce
Invernment Act, will be offered at the Paducah Career
Center, located at 416 South 6th Street ln Paducah
270/575-70001, and the Mayfield Career Center. local
ed at 319 South 7th Street(270/24748571
Thank you for your patience during this move and we
look forward to serving you. starting Monday, July
2nd, at our NEW Murray Career Canter location at
2118 5,1.1111015 Rinser
010
Las*
Notice
GALLOWAY

County

Fire-Reecue, Inc. hag.

FOUND
Chocolate
Lab with collar. No
mama on meat 94W.
Call 753-7767

opened bids for a new
four-door commerical
pumper fire truck. Bid
Wanted
specifications can be
obtained at 101 East
Sycamore, Murray, or Agents at Century 21
by calling (270)753- wants another profes4112. Bids must be sional agent in our
received by close of office. Please bring
business (1700 hours) resume to University
on Monday, July 23, Square. 301 North 12th
2007 for consideration. St.
CALLOWAY Gardens
A child needs you!
& Essex Downs Apts
Become a foster paraccepting bids for
ent, up to $36/day.
resurfacing parking
WKUMFS
270-443lots 1 505 Diuguid Dr
9004
753-8556
AVON: choose your
S.
hours & your income.
We have benefits
Moe
JOIN TODAY and get a
AFAA
Certified FREE GIFT. 1-888Exercise Instructor now 570-6498 or 270-761offenng 1-on-1 training 3878
sessions
Monday- BARTENDER, DAYS &
Thursday
1:30-5:00 NIGHTS 641 Club in
and all day Friday. 270- Puryear, Tennessee.
293-6269
Good pay for the right
BLUEGRASS Gardens person. 4 Of 5 days a
Dayfily Farm, 684 week. Must be neat in
Crossland Rd , Murray appearance
Bring
(78_3S). Wed.-Sat. 10- resume in person 11-6 .
4.30. pots $2.50 & up
731-247-5794
www biuegrassgar- CUSTOMER Service
dens net
RePresentative.
Heights
Finance
COME to where the
Corporation has an
lilies bloom
Outside Inn Daylily immediate opening for
a well organized indiNursery.
vidual with keyboard.
565 Magness Rd.
typing and telephone
Hardin, KY.
skills. Must be outgoMon.-Sat.,
ing
Good starting
8AM-6:30PM
salary and benefits.
437-4015, 703-7059
person
Apply
in
500 new vanetes
between 8.30AM and
FRIEEUM4CE
5PM Background and
PIKAInirePl*Y.
screening
drug
Families, weddings.
required prior to hire
reunions.

CM**

•-•

8

rt

10

270-210-4173

LISA'S Turbo Tanning
wu Mayfield has 2
booths for rent $50.00
week each.(270)2478008 or 705-1521
1.41f4sil 5440
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001
ED ice,Sandra D's.
2k a scoop. 293-3818
rf?4€ Money Ledger I
Times considers
We
~de rallebte. but mecum:tee
OCCUf
do
Reeder, using tis mewmaisul do so at fuw own
risk tabour persons and

HOW does 2-3 hours a
day for extra pay & no
weekends sound to
you USA TOOAY has
openings for independent delivery persons
worlcing warty monk
lug hours en the
Murray & Mayfleid
areas Applicants must
have good credit &
reliable tranagmitabon
To apt*. please call
24 hour hotline at
1-888-854-8475

reputable. The Murray
Ladiasr Tents, nor awn,
We employees accept any
remportelbillty Melectryer
far Wee scOvitss

PTL has opportunities in its new, state of the
art, maintenance facility on the north side of
Murray, KY for career-minded individuals to
coordinate tractor-trailer repairs necessary due
to on the road breakdowns. The successful candidate will possess interpersonal skills and the
ability to work off shifts and weekends.
College education, equipment familianty, and
computer skills a plus. Competitive pay and
benefits. Responsible and eager individuals
seeking a career opportunity are encouraged to
forward their resume to:

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.

411 flui

1100-

CONCRETE MIXER

TRUCK OPERATOR
Federal Marenais Concrete has Omelets openings
tor Concrete Mixer Truck Operators. Experience le not
necessary COL preferred, but training is available
Sate driving record, good work history, and a flexible
schedule to required. Top benefits, kat* of OT, arid
mud, more sooty in person at any location.
Positions are amiable in:
Paducah, KY, Princeton, KY, Calvert, KY,
Mayfield, KY, Union City, TII
Learn more at wore trnci.00rn

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071
kn Equal

Opportunity Employer

CLINICAL SUPERVISOR

webpage at
murrayledgercoin,

you will be redirected
to yobnetwork.corn
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
webute, not all tidings

Murray Woman's Clinic has an opening
for clinical supervisor. Tht successful candidate will have clinical and preferably
supervisory experience, excellent communication skills, and a proven track record
of identifying and solving problems. With
our upcoming implementation of electronic medical records, computer skills will be
a necessity. Are you ready for new challenges in a fast paced but friendly work
environment? If so, send your cover letter
and resume in immediately. No phone
calls please. We offer a competitive salary,
medical insurance, 401K and other benefits.

Murray Woman's Clinic
305 South 8th Street
Murray,KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skills
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

(Maidg_Saiggl Pella Window and Door has
an opening for a Replacement Window &
Door Sales Professional based out of
Murray. KY. Ideal candidate should have 12 years of In-Home Sales experience.
Knowledge of Windows. Doors, and
Millwork is a plus. College degree preferred. Excellent computer, communication,
and customer service skills are a must.
Competitive compensation program & full
benefits. Please eassilffax resume to:
jobs@pelladireeteens/336-346-3864

VIEWED TO BE THE BbT•

I mai business accepting mums
for licensed cosmetologjst.
Send to PO. Box 1040-1,
Murray, KY 42071

Needed: Full time truck driver
with Class A CDL license.
Beneflis available. Send resumes
to H&R Agri-Power, P.O. Box
432, Mayfield, KY 42066.

l(INlifil\ I ‘Il

MOWN r,

270-753-8556

TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Help Denied

\1,1 1111 \I I I)

reetolkerlett
compenses
P1151 .1. believed to be

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

ROAD MAINTENANCE
COORDINATOR

Needed for busy locally owned garage
Wages based on your experience Own
tools not required but helpful Full or part
time hours available.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 742
Murray. K11 42071

the joboetwork.com
are pieced through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you
cm

Executive Assistant
Murray based compa
ny looking for
Executive Assistant.
Responsibilities
include assisting the
CEO in daily operations and special projects, scheduling, correspondence, administrative coordination,
and prioritizing to meet
deadlines.
Must have the ability to
work comfortably
under pressure, while
maintaining confidentiality and professionalism. Must have excellent communications
and organizational
Starting salary based
on education and experience.
Submit resumes to
jobs C taplogic.corn
with
'Executive
Assistant' in subiect

EXPERIENCED
Restaurant Manager
needed.(270)3288980
Dnver

Firc-e;71
DEDICATED RUN
Murray, KY Belvidere, IL
HOME EVERY
Average $700 Per
Week
Class A CDL Dnvers
6 mos Verifiable
Exp needed
Free Health Care to
Drivers
Paid Vacauon &
Holidays
Call our Reeruker
Kies 8K-245-6694
FULL time assistan
manager
positiona
available in Murray and
Cadiz. High school
diploma or equivalent
required. Training provided. Please apply at
the
Murray
Cash
Express location 310
N. 128, St
270-7538099
GREEN Acres icurrently hiring tor the blowing
position:
LPN/RN 2P$8-10PM
full-time Anyone interested in becoming part
of our teem may apply
in person at Green
Acres Heald)Care, 402
W
Farthing
St..
Maylleid, KY 42088

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 clays a week.
$9hr atter paid
training • Benefits
Contact us now!
1 -888-974-JOBS or
vegrw.18889744obs.co
LABORERS needed
ASAP: must be hard
working and dependable. 753-6415
LOCAL
Insurance
Office has an openiilg
tor an entry-level staff
position. If you are
pleasant and personable, career-minded,
ambitious, a self starter
with good work habits,
please send resume to
100. N. 5th St., Murray,
KY 42071.
NOW taking applications for INN posetIone
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Orli/II-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR Drivers for small
local company. Good
pay, good miles, and
weekly home time. Call
(270)293-3205

Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting
registration for the
class which begins
Sept. 8, 2007.
You will be trained on
Saturdays
for
11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms,
visit
**bride
Our
www.bohledental.com
or call our office
Dr. Charles Bohle
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!
SSCS
Solutions.
Janitoral cleaning. Help
wanted. $8 per hour.
(270)527-2041
WAITSTAFF needed.
Must have flexible
hours
including
evening & weekends
Cal (270)328-8980

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
‘N I 1(1111 1
.11 \lr I 514"
IS iii
•1
1,1 S SI

1111i

•

II) l'114

-.4 l.. 451111

150
Articles
For Sale
14' Craftsman lawn
mower, push mower
kerosene heaters, gas
grill, 55 gallon aquarium with fish & misc.
492-6123
20 church pews, white
oak. 270-345-2075
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
P '

SATELLITES
DISH Network Satellite
Systems - Everyone
qualifies! Plasma &
LCD TVs, home entertainment centers. TV
carts, surround sound
coax, HDMI & component cables. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
506-J N. 12th St. 7590901
SPA/HOT tub. Never
used. 6'x6', 220 volt
extra jets, under warranty. New. $4495,
sacrifice $1,695. 931378-4834
STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale. 489-2436. If no
answer, leave message
Appleton
KENMORE Elite washer & dryer Heavy duty,
$250 0130 270-2101429
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
0- -

(270) 753 17 3
CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses. I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
NON-SMOKING mother providing child cars
for all ages. Please call
227-6069

160
Nom Furnishings
FORMAL oak dining
oom set. Table has
three leaves with eight
chairs. Full lighted
hutch, excellent condition, $1,200 Queen
wrought
iron
bed
frame, $200
Long
pecan dresser with mError. $150. 436-2351
LIKE new leather sofa.
chair & ottoman, $750.
75° 1854

MOM COMPUTERS

Technician
Service/ repairs
7593666

A. Certified

Rowel E1011111811
FOR rent 7,000

Al4T1OUE8, Call Larry
753-3633

&

8,000 lb Telescopic
lift. By the day, week
or month. (731)2473070

BANNIE hens 4892154
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

1997 28x70 3EIR 2BA
Most
moved
be
(270)527-6604

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

.,6

Homo For Solo
OWNER
FINANCE
98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre. Murray area. 7531011
2004 CLAYTON 16x80,
vinyl siding, shingle
roof, 313R, 2 bath, like
new.(270)489-2525
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR 1ST
TIME HOME BUYERSI Zero down! Your
land or family land
731-584-9429 Ends
June 15
Rom For Root
38R 2BA on 1/2 acre
lot. Freshly painted,
new carpet, very clean.
Lawn mowing included
No pets $350 month
plus deposit. 270-6236314. 270-994-9064
FOR rent or sale with
owner financing, 413R.
28x80, 2000 model
manufactured home
with lot located on
Navy rd just off hey280. 527-9981 or 7035004
Id* Howie Lott For Rent
$110 per month. Newe
homes only. 492-8488
320
apsrimerib For Fiord
1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message. 270753-1970
I OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
18R furnished or
unfurnished,low utilities, no lease required,
no pets. $245/mo.
753-3949
18R near MSU, other
locations available,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
18R, various locations,
5200-1300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
28R 28A duplex with
garage. 270-753-7457
or 270-227-3054
28R apartments available Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets. 7532905
28R duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances fur.
rushed. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, CAVA,
appliances. Coleman
RE 753-9898
38R 28A duplex, fireplace, dining room
Coleman RE 753-9896
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central I-VA.
Coleman RE 753-9898
NON-SMOKING 1BR
unfurnished apt., water
paid, available now, no
pets 753-5980

UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
I BR $290.00
28R $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday,
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR 1325
2BR $375
Call Today!
75381188.
Story
Avenue
&
Southwood duplexes
All appliances Included. 767-994.8
Room For Rev
ROOM for rent in
pleasant house. Full
use of kitchen and
bath. Cable TV & 5 premium channels plus
high speed Internet and
all utilities included
except phone $250.
$200 deposit, lease
and references. No
pets. 227-0406
For NW
28R 28A, completely
emodeled.
CM/A,
attached garage. $700
per month plus deposit
1504 Belmont No pets
270-293-4602
38R foreclosure. Buy
for only $20,200. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S021
3BR only $262 per
month. 5% down 20
years at 8% APR. For
listings 800-560-1951
ext. S891
NICE 38R 2BA with
carport. $650. Lease,
no pets 753-7457,
227-3054

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
SN
sl I I sit/RNLI

NI it I Nil,
.
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

CLASSIFIEDS

41i • Friday, Jusie 22. 21807

FOR SALE

YARD SALE
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Max
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270)293-4183
flam -apm 144-F

MULTI-TEACHER
YARD SALE
1502 Cardinal Dr.
On East skie of
16th et
Sat., June 23

Pict RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located al 720 S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORACIE
-Inside carnal* control
storage
-Security alarmed
*Sale & clean
•We mill boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

OFFICE or retail spece
available. Prime location 753-2905. 2931480
UNIVERSITY Square 1300 sq ft to 4500 sq
ft CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs
REALTORS 753
1492
UPSTAIRS floor 401-A
Mapiii, 4.000 sq.ft. or
can be divided private
ottices.
restroorns.
counter space, cabinets. conference room
270-978-0698

AKC Chocolate Lab
poppies Parents on
site 5100 970-1061 or
328-8780
German
AKC
Shepherds
from
Hickman
Kennels
Gorman import bloodties for working. protection. 8 excellent
qualify pets. 731-3522694 or 731-415-1846
CAVALIER King
Charles Spaniel male
pup 5350 (270)3822831
DOG Obedierx:e

436-2858
NEW FOUNDLAND
Akita mix. shots &
wormed $7500 270853.3662
heel&
MOVING SALE
1107
Sycamore St
Friday &
Saturday
8:00-5:00
Collector Barbie
dolts office furniture,
equipment. computer typewriter. 5-piece
gifts off-whole bedroom set (includes
rnattresses)-5150 .
cut glass items. etc

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
1109 Fairlane

Fri & Sat
7AM-5PM
Rain or Shine
popcorn machine
becycies, Dell computer & desk
tools. much more
Its all gotta con

YARD SALE
121S Across
from new Mt
Carmel Baptist
Church

lam-12:00
Scrapbooeung
supplies. craft
materials, furniture,
books. toys.
household awns

YARD
SALE
1505 Spring
Hill Court
Sat., June 23
7AM-12PM

MOVING
SALE
1550 121N,
across from
National Guard
Sat.• 7AM-12PM
go cart furniture
(some antiques).
home decor, rugs.
boy stuff & much
more

MOVING
SALE
1603
DODSON
AVE.
SATURDAY
7:00
YARD SALE
1706 Calloway
Avenue
Fri., June 22 &
Sat., June 23
7AM-5PM
baby Rem toots, tug
rehire Iota Of house
items pictures, dishes, toys. pool, swimming Mims, shoes.
bending ieweiry

1707 Ryan Ave.
Saturdey
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Handmade
nempiewelry. books,
rnovies.fabric,
tapestry, sofa.
loveseat, kitchen
tatle. collectibte
dolls & comic books
Sheet sets, toddler
bed & much rrxxe

7 a.m.-2 pm.
20e Soulh 12th St.
Scuba goat furniture
got, equip . fishing
equip Pampered
Chef Tuppiewwe
toys household
awns tarot wornen's
,-snihrg golf etching
Something kx
everyone
Call 276-714-2643

YARD SALE

Tupperware Mari
Kay home decor

SOUTHWEST

2119

furniture, chickens

DR.

Oaring. mac

SATURDAY
7:00-7

SWEEP SALE
1 233 Airport Rd
Sat. June 23
Cancel if rain.
rideng mower
home decor Moms,
some TJ

Hobby Lobby. Surmount old records.
Irscolay dishes.
1"'

&

more

Carpet cleaner. gets
(Autism- 8x-14. lots
of household. lots
more

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
2213 Carol Dr

Take Airport Rd, 7 miles, turn left on
Tucker Rd. Or go to Kirksey, go 2
miles north, turn right on Tucker Rd.
June 22 & 23• 7AM-3PM

-OrVLAIW

pins men

ant 9 ekes

YARD
SALE
Sat., June 23rd

Little Tyke desk & toy box, dned gourds.
couch, glider chair, recliner. Barbie house, PS
games. Honda 70 4-wheeler, dishes, CDs,
children & adult clothing, sports equipment.
Barbie train, bikes, toys, plants, lots more

7 a.m.
South 4th Street
at Ron's Muffler
King size bed,
boy's clothes, end
tables, bedding,
and lots more

YARD SALE
773 Robertson Rd. South
Sat., June 23•8AM-?

HUGE 6
PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD SALE
1805 VALLEY
DRIVE
SATURDAY
7AM-12PM
Clothes
household items
rocking chairs

one mile south
of Murray at
2572 US 641S
Friday &
Saturday

Barbie. 35mm
SLR cameras

reaLE".

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subtect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis
'

VI' ltt Hoi
II Location.
‘n.% ('ondition

YARD SALE

ELLIS CENTER

7AM-7

ON ELLIS DR.

ta w r1.4 nails epirrlipert sriIiers.cnrns

7AM-7

GARAGE
SALE

270-7(s1-1111

Baby clothes

26 Washington,
oft Coles
Campground Rd.
Sat., 6/23 &
Sun.. 6/24
7AM-7
baby clothes toys

ok,rniturf, Pt(

MULTI PARTY

adult clothes at
all Sizes
Cornputer, Shoes

5 PERSON
YARD SALE
705 Nancy Or.
Saturday only
drill press bicycle
trailer, ladder
racks, bar stools,
bicycle, clothes,
books, toys, lots of
good stuff'

YARD SALE
301 S. 11TH ST
SATURDAY
7AM
Stove, gorf dubs
baby girl clothes
women's clothes
large 2-plus men s
baby swing. many

YARD SALE
807 Vine Street
Sat., June 23

household items et(

7:00-7

MULTI FAMILY
YARD SALE
4360 HWY 119
(121S) in
Buchanan, Tenn
Thum, Fri, & Sat
10-5
Furniture
Anoka/tees.
household. craft
Items •little brt
Of everything

YARD
SALE

Sat.. 6/23
7AM-1 2Ptel

Sat.• 8AM-2PM

Signiori,. TV.
bicycles. toys,
clothing (children
through .&m-many
brand new) Lots of
name brand polio(
teens Too many
Mims to mention'

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
Saturday
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
009 Broad St.
Baby & little girt
clothes,
household
items

Ca/veiled it rain
HUGE

furniture. linens
girls clothes,
dishes & lots. lots
more

YARD SALE
1302
OLIVE ST.

7AM-1PM
tette saw ckstie
karlies sink cons
11^4rt **Oa dorsi

Fundraiser For
Alesha & Taylor
to go to National
Junior Rodeo
Finals
Saturday
Old Park
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Raffle for new lawn
mower engine, bake
sale homemade
lemonade ancl
ice cream

YARD SALE

641 South past
Midway on left

women's & young
pia'(intent-3T)
clothing. toys.
household awns

Bedrooms with 3 bathrooms. great location
oft ('tiles Campground Rd 1.831 sq feet
with patio. outbuilding & double garage

Call 293-4160

boys & girls clothing 2T, shoes, toys, men
& women's clothing, home decor, misc.

Yard S.

Murray Ledger
& Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

SAT
7AM-?
S.

traiker. 26
excellent
condition
Extended
warranty
$12,000
0130.(270)227-9787

111\1 I

I\ I(1\
I \\\•'., 1 SRI

182 Wells Purdom Drive
k

8 miles north on 641, turn left
on Charley Miller Rd., 1/4
mile, watch for signs.
Fri.• 8AM-12PM
Sat.• 8AM-11AM
No early sales

YARD SALE
1 401 Henry Si,
corner of Henry
& Sunny In
FM • 6122 &
Sat.6/23

lea

HUGE YARD SALE

6AM-12PM

HUGE YARD SALE
Sat..Itine 23rd

I

-"PP 4

women's clothes 3X & smaller, baby
clothes (0-9 mos). pack & play & more,
men's clothes, washer, handicap lift &
recliner, household items, & much
more

women's plus size clothing, microwave,
window
air
condition,
misc.
computer/stereo components, old LP
albums. 3 piece fairly new turn of the century style LR furniture from Germany,
couch, loveseat, chair - cream colored.
$500. much more

Cowes
2005 Layton Lite travel

SATURDAY

Fri & Sat
8-12

CLEAN

1048 Lawson Rd.,
121N to Stella
Sat., June 23• 6AM-2PM

41•41.••••1111111=6.

4-FAMILY
YARD SALE

Murray Ledger & Tenses

1

4211
Liierfaillit$

FIRST 'TIME
OFFERED'
New Lalurfronts
2 DAYS ONLY-Sat &
Sun
June 30th & July 1St
Save up to $10.000
In Closing Costal
I. AC Lake Access
134.900 w/FREE Boat Slips!
Lakefront wr Dock
$74,900
Wooded take property
on spectacular
160 000 acre Kentucky
Lake' Take a lour
enter drawing to win a
FREE 20' Boat'
Excellent financing
Cail 1-800-704-3154
ext 1295 KY Land
Partners, LLC

111111Fer Soh
LOTS
for
sale
155/175 in city 8.
190x150 in county
$10.000
293-0139
Wore 9 PM

1.100 so ft horns .300
sq ft upstairs. 13650
US
Hwy
641N.
Puryear. TN Must be
moved $10.000-080
(270)293-1437 Darn
2.200 sown,toot brick
horns. 3 large bedMOMS. 2 bath. walk in
closets. mos
don. fuey remodeled.
Mimosa Lane 2934749
3 BR 2 both 2.000 sit ft
brick house ig
garage 12x36 beck
deck. SW area of city
293-1619 or 753-5364
313R 28A country home
mei 7 wee Cal tor
appointment 270-2134582
45R-. MA. 2 Nom
C41?Ax2. 2.300 sail,
newly
remodeted,
screened porch. quiet
street $162.000 rags• Atari 270 293 7646

111 Won

I

1999 SeaRay Elowntier
and El loader trailer,
190 HP Mercruiser,
87,950 227-1588 or
759-1424
1995 24' pontoon,
1151-IP Mercury, 2006
trailer, Excellent condition. $6,900 227-0802
1990 Suncrutser 20 ft.
pontoon boat with
48HP 1995 Evinrude
outboard. Seats 8-10
Good s traile
ditizo.
crons6o
n.

FORECLOSURE! 38R
only $20,200. For listings 800-560-1951 ext
S020
FsBO: Garesborough
tn-level. Ground levelentry hall, laundry
room, bath. den/bedroom w/built-in cherry
Call
(270)759-1600
computer center Main
x102 days, (270)436floorliving-room
2983 evenings
whvood burning gas '67
Monarch
loge hreplace, built-ins.
Aluminum. 14', depth
plantation shutters, forfinder, trolling motor
mal DR, kitchen- stain1976 35HP Johnson
less appliances. pantry, Asking $1,450
080
Florida room
Main
270-328-8603
after
Moor ceilings 10-h
5PM
Upstairs 38R, 2-large
walk-in closets. 25A
Flooring- Hardwood,
mexican tile & brick.
3E3Rs 5, stairway carLAM
peted, Inground pool
LAWN SERVICE
with lanai. 293-2418 tor
Mowing, Manicuring
viewing. $250.000
& landscaping
HOUSES for sale 38)3
Salittartrun guaranteed
2 bath. 3 BR 1 bath. 3
( all 713-18116
BA 2.5 bath, all are
or 227-0611
bock homes, in the city
1
Lawn
Mowing
limas, from 1,200 sq ft
Lowest prices
up to 3,000 sq ft
mulch, other
Starting at 895,000.
services also
Call 293-0139 before
753-6294
9PM Early morning
227-8658 Cell
hours okay anytime.
I \1\11

\ II

i; I l [1111!

I

IS IS '
ert%

“11141111

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

KENTUCKY
LAKE,
Jonathan Creek. deep
water home with pnvete dock, 1.2 acres
38R 2BA, 8369,900
270-205-0234
ATVs

MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
MCKINNEY INS.
lee N.5TH STREET
753-3500
2006 YFZ Yamaha 450
with accessories, like
new $4,800 negotiable. 270-227-5977
2000 Yamaha Kodiak
4x4 400 cc Good
shape with very little
oft road miles, gun
storage. hard case
storage sett, bow
holder & winch
53.200 OBO Call
227-0998 leave message PI no answer.

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch

Starting at S20
mounted
(all

753-5606

Neal Starks Motor
sales going out of
business saki,
•1999 Cadillac $5.995
•1998 Mercury Sable
red $2,995
.2000 Pontiac Sutlers
Convertible. red.
18 500 moles $4.995
•1998 Chyrskir van
$3.500
*2000 Ford van 54,500
More cars & trucks
availed.
Hardin. KY
437-4465 437-3907
1991 Nissen Maxima
Mack 186,000 moles
maim wheels & twee,
runs good-Aooks good.
good Intl car for teen
$1,500 753-1239 or
227-1825

Email
US

at
tveImurrayiedgemom
227-8575 Dirt Cheap
Lawn Service.
Mowing, bush trimming. gutter cleaning,
spring
cleaning.
much more

Res., Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Prolessexial Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, etc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters.
'Link 8 tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair. Free PiCk-u0.
delivery. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044

AAA HANDYMAN
AN types of carpentry
additions. dedts
Hauling, clean up gunk
Garage. yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free *gametes
35 yes experience
Anytime 753-9210

293-4954

1998 Severed° pickup
cylinder. 5 spied minus!
transmission,
139.000 trees, 53.700
722-0205 between 57PM
1906 Chevy Slivered°
pickup
WM. 305,
auto. good work IPuca.
ready to drive. MO.
753-2910 after 4P114

PRESERVE the past
on DVD. convert your
home VHS tapes to
OVD. Preserve your
home movies today by
transferring them to
DVD Call 753-9297 or
227-5818

Decki d Home Rrpair
0)753-1499
1) 247-5464

ROOFING/VINYL
SIDING

-C-AT
Wallpapering, Painting
Cleaning 270-2276606 731-498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
.Flooring -Decks
•Vtnyi siding -All other
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed & Insured
DAVID'S
Cleaning
Service Al) externa'
cleaning. Vinyl, fences
etc. (270)527-7176
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd tots
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

Metal or Shingles
Local' Free Estimates

DSW
P‘IN,

2264)595 • 435-421)2

FREE
Scrap Approartres - Old *onc
Metal Stem Windows & Deere
Scrap *Rai Mara rs gainers
lam( to at -Cm Batteroas

274-2274864 :1
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839

SAM Construction
Roofing, fencing, siding, painting, decks.
Free estimates. 23
years
experience
i270 )839- 0207,
(270)887-9729

David's
Home
Improvement
Wair.

Braci- •.
Remo/king & Purnbiric;
David Gallrnore Owner

Wilt Do Insurance Won
vixas siasierCara Acceptec

731-247-5422
THE Murray Ledger 11.
Times considers itssources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for then
actriaties.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951

HALL'S WASTY'
MANA(.1 \II NI
• weekly & special pickups FREE to a good home:
• locally owned/operated Adorable 8-week old
759-1151 •293-2783 lab mix puppies, 6F &
3M
Call 753-9997
293-2784
(815)343-5685

JOE'S JOBS

-4-4.144• 227-5644
Lake City Fence
& Welding
*Free Estianaire
-Weed •VIns I
•(•bain link -Irsin
itouidriitlai & corium-nisi

(270)205-24U
NEED
help?
Handyman Services
All remodeling inside
out Tile, electrical No
lob too small Free estimates
(731)247-3001.
(731)363-3511.
I Hancock Owisnet
STRUCTURAL, floor
trig, and remodeling
No fOt 100 small Cat
Kenny 247-7061 cell
804-897ct

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger
Times

270-753-1916

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

Calhoon Construction,Ilk
General Contracting

AFFOCOAOLF

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

1S
,T
Nlitchell Bros.

t_1537

ItrsN

270-753-2274
RACXHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. grave&
white rock
436-2113
Doter wort & Track
hoe
CHASE &
Stoclusers metal

Reding I Vinyi
Siding. 759-1085
227-8236

V

270-7054696

'11 116 5288

Since 1986
24 Isom esaverm

R ‘N
‘SI"II.VI

Shoe oleo time. six

3/c-:;3117

BUSHHOGGING, finish mowing & moreFree estimates. 7534220 or 227-0879

Hill Electric

1986 Plymouth Rellent.
753-6747

2006 Silvered() LT
22. x .
boded.
$22.500 293-0139

II

Tree Maintenance

ris Remus al
Trees shaped. trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency SCR ice • Licensed & Insured

Ross Frame, Jr

Res.: 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3141u
'Nojob is complete until customer is satisfied

KUSTOM KUT
TREE COMPANY
Serving Western KY since 1991.
We specialize in tree trimming,
tree removals & logging.
Quality work for quality peopIe.

270-519-4353

a
Cu
i•

